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THE ART OF LEISURE

Living the good life outside with family and friends, is the very core of our family brand. 

We feel privileged continuing the heritage of our father Lode and grandfather Henri, who laid the foundations of a shifting 

lifestyle towards a luxury outdoor living experience. 

And year by year, our tribe grows stronger. 

Following the launch of our Los Angeles flagship store, we are opening the doors of our flagship showroom in the design 

capital of the world, Milan. We are thrilled to invite you to join us on our journey and experience the good life outside, 

worldwide. Let’s celebrate innovation, craftsmanship and timeless luxury design together. Live it, love it, share it.

Have a wonderful outdoor year. 

Koen & Tom De Cock 
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CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT

SURO

The mastery of materials and curves truly characterises Christophe 

Delcourt's Suro collection, which embodies the symbiosis of a solid 

seating in wood or aluminium and its braided rope weaving. 
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PURE sofa in teak with cushions in taman linen, deco cushions in naram almond, canvas tuscan linen, gaelic sandstone with piping in natté ochre and linen, sujàn hemp, sujàn ochre, dalsace flax and knit colorado.
SURO lounge chairs in teak/hemp with cushions in naram almond. ROOTS side table in teak. NATAL ALU X round side table in clay. MAI square poufs in hemp. DUNES low dining table in teak. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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SURO
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SURO 

SURO armchairs in clay/linen with cushions in sujàn hemp. NOX dining table 352cm in wengé with top in lava stone linen. 
SHINDI rug in linen.         

Suro’s sophisticated material combination creates a comfortable and 

inviting cocoon-like seat reminiscent of flower petals. The wood or 

aluminium frame adds simplicity and solidity to the seat’s structure, while 

the weave of the round fiber backrest provides embracing comfort. 

Delcourt's approach resembles a sculptor’s, perfectly blending form and 

function to create a timeless refined design.
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SURO lounge chairs in clay/linen with cushions in naram almond. GOBI basket small in linen. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h32cm with top in travertine. MAI rectangular poufs in hemp. 
NODI sofa in wengé with cushions in gaelic sandstone, deco cushions in naram white, sujàn hemp, canvas tuscan linen and gaelic sandstone with piping in natté ochre. DUNES side table in teak. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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SURO
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SURO 

SURO banquette in teak/hemp with cushions in rustic weave brown, deco cushions in rustic weave brown, tagika terracotta, gaelic mushroom and knit dark copper. DUNES 

low dining table in teak. SURO lounge chair in teak/hemp, cushion in knit dark copper, deco cushions in gaelic mushroom and gaelic dark copper. NOMAD pouf M in knit dark 
copper. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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SURO lounge chairs in teak/hemp, cushions in knit dark copper. NODI sofa in wengé with cushions in taman linen, deco cushions in tagika terracotta with piping in linen, gaelic mushroom, gaelic sandstone, 
rustic weave brown and gaelic dark copper. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h32cm with top in travertine. VIS A VIS low tables in teak. ROOTS side tables in teak. LUNA lamp in wengé. SHINDI rug in linen.
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SURO SURO 

OTTO dining table rectangular in teak with top in travertine. SURO armchairs in teak/hemp with cushions in gaelic dark copper. SHINDI rug in hemp. 
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SURO SURO 

SURO dining table in teak, 2x 280cm combined. SURO armchairs in teak/hemp with cushions in gaelic dark copper. VIS A VIS bench in teak.  
SHINDI rug in hemp.         
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SURO SURO 

SURO dining table in teak, 2x 280cm combined. SURO armchairs in teak/hemp with cushions in gaelic dark copper. VIS A VIS bench in teak. SHINDI rug in hemp.         
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YABU PUSHELBERG

AMANU

The refined Amanu collection brings interior quality outside, 

combining comfort and sustainability in a design that 

exudes purity.
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AMANU AMANU 

AMANU armchairs and dining table 350cm in teak with top in ceramic sabbia, cushions in taman linen. LANTERNS high and low in teak. SHINDI rug in linen.

The chairs feature woven, hemp-based Canax® sling seats that seem 

to float from a slimline-teak frame whose slightly tapered legs provide 

elegance and grace. The broad, ceramic tabletop tiles are supported by 

a discreet, yet sturdy teak frame, creating a remarkable lightness. The 

rounded edges of both the teak profiles and the outer ceramic tiles, 

convey a soft and harmonious look.
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AMANU
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AMANU 

NODI sofa in wengé with cushions in taman white, deco cushions in natural sandy dunes with piping in canvas lace, natural cloudy sky, natté stardust and natural dark brown. 
AMANU lounge chairs in teak, cushions in natural dark brown. VIS À VIS coffee tables 99x99cm in teak. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone linen. 

SHINDI rug in linen.
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NODI sofa in wengé with cushions in taman white, deco cushions in natural dark brown, natural aged ivory with piping in natté ochre, natural cloudy sky, natté ochre with piping in linen and natural dark brown
with piping in canvas lace. AMANU lounge chairs in teak. ROOTS side table in teak. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone wengé. NATAL ALU X side tables 60x60cm in wengé. DUNES side table in teak. 
LANTERNS high and low in teak. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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AMANU
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AMANU 

AMANU lounge chair in teak. VIS À VIS sofa with cushions in rustic weave cord, deco cushions in natté ochre with piping in canvas lace, natural dark brown with piping in canvas lace, 
natural sandy dunes with piping in natté ochre and sujàn ochre. TAO coffee table in concrete linen. NATAL ALU X table ø35cm h45cm in wengé. SHINDI rug in hemp.         
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AMANU armchairs and dining table 350cm in teak with top in ceramic sabbia. NODI sofa in wengé with cushions in taman white, deco cushions in natural sandy dunes with piping in canvas lace, natural cloudy sky,
natté stardust and natural dark brown. AMANU lounge chairs in teak. VIS À VIS coffee tables 99x99cm in teak. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone linen. SHINDI rug in linen.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 

Nunc diam libero, tincidunt sit amet nisi a, fermentum 

volutpat enim. Nul lam vehicula eros vehicula erat 

condimentum, vitae mollis nisl iaculis. Morbi pulvinar 

dapibus sem, et consequat ipsum eleifend in. Ut congue, 

ex vitae sodales dictum, velit urna pretium dolor, at 

condimentum lacus leo nec urna. Curabitur ultrices 

tristique lorem eget egestas. Etiam rhoncus diam arcu, 

eu venenatis l igula sodales eu. Nunc molestie eros 

quam, vitae dictum nisl auctor eleifend. Phasellus auctor 

tellus sed risus fringilla rutrum malesuada sit amet purus. 

Phasellus porta, ante vel laoreet rutrum, lectus sapien 

cursus mi, et auctor enim urna vel diam. Quisque est 

leo, vehicula eu dui ac, auctor malesuada tortor. Proin 

condimentum eget lacus sit amet tempus. Aenean tortor 

quam, commodo lobortis ipsum a, elementum molestie 

purus.

Duis egestas justo eu vestibulum congue. Cras iaculis 

nisi eget faucibus faucibus. Donec eleifend tincidunt 

diam non suscipit. Etiam tempor nisl id dui fermentum, 

ac pharetra tortor tincidunt. Vestibulum id massa ut velit 

hendrerit rhoncus id eget elit. Integer efficitur euismod 

ante, id pharetra sapien euismod vel. Suspendisse sit amet 

posuere lacus. Nulla dapibus porta ligula non ultricies. 

Maecenas a elementum enim, eu pellentesque purus.

Interdum et malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis in 

faucibus. Duis ultrices diam id purus placerat pharetra. 

Phasellus ornare odio vitae posuere congue. Proin sit 

amet pretium nisi. Morbi id lobortis enim, eu posuere 

sem. Etiam sit amet pharetra diam, ut pellentesque tellus. 

Donec lacinia lobortis velit sit amet porta. Vestibulum 

egestas mauris sed suscipit porttitor. Aenean eu diam id 

orci molestie porta.In interdum lobortis laoreet. Vivamus 

efficitur efficitur ligula, non sagittis tortor suscipit nec. 

Nulla dignissim aliquam diam nec vulputate. Maecenas 

placerat nibh tellus, nec facilisis quam sagittis sit amet. 

Curabitur varius lacus ut tristique tempus. Nulla facilisi. 

Duis id ornare magna.

Aenean ut enim nec mi imperdiet finibus. Integer finibus 

varius felis nec cursus. Donec vehicula nisi mi. Vestibulum 

sodales vulputate odio at mollis. Sed feugiat purus ut 

fermentum sodales. Curabitur consequat varius mauris. 

Cras maximus orci quis vehicula blandit. Vestibulum 

rhoncus vel magna vel fermentum. Curabitur at pharetra 

enim.

UKIYO
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Inspired by Japanese handwriting, the Ukiyo collection balances 

out curved and taut lines resulting in intriguing designs that are as 

comfortable as they are elegant. 

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO
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UKIYO UKIYO 

After visiting Japan, designer Monica Armani was inspired by its culture 

and writing system. Delicate yet uniquely shaped brushstrokes shape 

a world of stories and tales, as does the Ukiyo collection, effortlessly 

balancing elegance, design and comfort. Each collection piece perfectly 

blends in with nature while remaining etched into the view and your 

memory, its meticulous design telling a story of outdoor pleasure.

UKIYO dining table in teak with top in ceramic linen, chairs in teak with cushions in naram almond. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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UKIYO UKIYO 

UKIYO lounge chairs in teak with cushions in knit rosemary, coffee tables in teak with top in ceramic sabbia. VIS À VIS sofa in teak with cushions in chalk, deco cushions in 
naram almond, knit rosemary, chalk with piping in natté ochre, taman linen and canvas tuscan linen. OTTO side table in teak ø60cm h32cm with top in travertine. DUNES side 
table in teak. SHINDI rug in linen.
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UKIYO UKIYO 

UKIYO coffee table in teak with top in ceramic sabbia. NODI sofa in wengé with cushions in naram warm cotton, deco cushions in naram almond, knit rosemary, sujàn hemp, gaelic 
dark copper, taman linen and gaelic mushroom. OTTO side table in teak ø60cm h32cm with top in travertine. LUNA lamp in wengé. DUNES side table in teak. NATAL ALU X side 
table ø35cm in wengé. NOMAD pouf S in sujàn hemp. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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UKIYO UKIYO 

UKIYO loungers in teak with cushions in naram almond. OTTO side tables in teak ø60cm h30cm with top in travertine and ø48cm h20cm with top in ceramic sabbia. GOBI baskets small and large in linen.
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UKIYO lounge chairs in teak with cushions in sujàn hemp. T-TABLE ELIPSE low dining in linen with top in ceramic sabbia. VIS À VIS sofa in teak with coffee table 99x99cm in teak, cushions in chalk, deco cushiobs in 
chalk, naram almond, taman linen, canvas tuscan linen and sujàn hemp. LUNA lamps in wengé. OTTO side tables in teak ø60cm h32cm with top in travertine. DUNES coffee table in teak. NATAL ALU X side table ø35cm 
h45cm in wengé. SHINDI rug in linen.
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YABU PUSHELBERG

NODI

With its openness and supreme comfort, Nodi exhibits refined 

elegance and ingenious design that blends in easily in any 

outdoor setting.
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NODI NODI 
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NODI 

Light and airy, Nodi’s form and silhouette are characterised  by twisted, 

interlaced rope in weather-resistant Canax®, stretched across a precise 

geometric wireframe. Refined proportions and a minimalist approach to 

materiality lend a casual lightness to the collection. The slim profile of 

the chair’s arm is angled slightly inward in a welcoming gesture while 

the feather-soft cushions of the modular Nodi sofa are simply made for 

laid-back lounging.
NODI sofa in white, cushions in tagika nature grey, deco cushions in sujàn ochre, taman linen, natté basalt with piping in canvas lace and natté ochre with piping in canvas tweed brown.
NODI lounge chairs in white. DUNES side table in teak. ROOTS side table in teak. T-TABLE low dining table ø90cm in linen with top in ceramic sabbia. NODI loungers in white. SHINDI rug in linen. 
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NODI NODI 

NODI chairs in wengé. T-TABLE dining table 298cm in wengé with top in ceramic scisto. SHINDI rug in wengé.
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NODI sofa in wengé, cushions in taman white sand, deco cushions in sujàn ochre, natté ochre, tagika mist, natural aged ivory, natté basalt with piping in canvas tuscan linen and natté basalt with piping in linen.
NOMAD lounge chair, cushion in taman linen, deco cushion in sujàn ochre. T-TABLE coffee table ø90cm in wengé with top in ceramic sabbia. VIS À VIS coffee table 99x99cm in teak. DUNES side table in teak. 
SHINDI rug in hemp.
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NODI NODI 

NODI lounger in wengé, cushion in chalk. DROPS side table ø40cm in wengé. 
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STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA

The elegant lines of Senja create a sense of calm with an 

uncompromised design aesthetic. Senja collection is in utter 

harmony with nature and offers indulgent comfort.
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SENJA SENJA 
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SENJA

60

SENJA 

The light design of the Senja chairs, combined with the rhythm of 

the tightly stretched weave in hemp-based Canax® creates a perfect 

symbiosis between aesthetics and functionality. Senja is a full collection 

consisting of countless seating options with a modular sofa, meridienne, 

lounger, arm- and lounge chairs and a complimenting coffee table.
SENJA armchairs with linen weave, wengé seat and legs, cushions in taman linen. NOX dining table 352cm in wengé and top in ceramic scisto. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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SENJA sofa with linen frame and legs, cushions in natural seashell, deco cushions in tagika eucalyptus with piping in linen, natural seashell with piping in canvas lace, natural dark brown with piping in canvas lace, 
natural sage green and natural dark brown with piping in canvas lace. SENJA lounge chair with linen seat and teak legs, cushions in canvas seasalt. T-TABLE low ding table ø125 in linen with top in ceramic linen. 
DUNES side table in teak. NOMAD pouf small in natural dark brown. SHINDI rug in linen.
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SENJA SENJA 

SENJA lounger in linen with optional side table in teak, cushion in tagika eucalyptus. DUNES side table in teak.
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SENJA sofa with linen frame and legs, side table in teak, cushions in natural seashell, deco cushions in tagika fresco, rustic weave fresco, canvas tweed brown with piping in blush and canvas seasalt.       
SENJA lounge chair with linen seat and teak legs, cushions in rustic weave fresco. DUNES coffee table in teak. BRANCH coffee tables ø85, 60, 50cm h27cm in linen with top in concrete. TAIRU side table in 
teak with top in lava stone linen. MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp ø40cm in linen. SHINDI rug in linen.
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SENJA lounge chairs with linen seat and teak legs, cushions in natural dark brown, deco cushions in tagika fresco and rustic weave brown with piping in canvas lace. DUNES coffee table in teak.
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The Elio collection captures the duality of heritage textile 

techniques and contemporary solution dyeing, making each piece 

of furniture one-of-a-kind.

YABU PUSHELBERG

ELIO
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ELIO ELIO 
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ELIOELIO 
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ELIO 

Elio, referring to the Greek sun god Helios, is inspired by the motion of 

light, reflecting on landscapes and objects throughout the day. The rich 

gradient effect in the seat and backrest, achieved by weaving multiple 

colours of yarn into one strand, mimics the gentle touch of light. Elio is 

characterised by a softly rounded silhouette that draws inwards to create 

a warm, intimate shelter.
ELIO lounge chairs in linen with cushion in linen, deco cushion in tagika moss. MOOD 2-seat sofa with cushions in taman linen, deco cushions in tagika moss and canvas cotton white.
TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone moss. DUNES side table in teak. 
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ELIO ELIO 

ELIO lounge chair in wengé, cushion in natté ochre. BRANCH side table ø50cm h35cm in wengé with teak top.
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ELIO chairs in linen, cushion in taman linen. OTTO dining table round ø148cm with top in ceramic sabbia. SHINDI rug in linen.
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ELIO ELIO 

ELIO chairs in linen, cushion in naram almond. ILLUM table 267x100cm in teak with top in teak.
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The Vis à Vis collection gives wooden outdoor furniture 

a new dimension by combining modular comfort with 

a natural look. 

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS
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VIS à VIS VIS à VIS 

Slender teak platforms in the modular Vis à Vis sofa support comfortable 

all-weather cushions without any visible back or arm structure. The 

collection contains a lounger with an integrated side table that can 

connect to a parallel lounger. The dining table - available in different 

lengths - can be extended without any limit. The outdoor, lounge and 

rocking chair are upholstered with an airy weave in Canax®, composed 

of PVC and natural hemp.
VIS À VIS dining table 300cm and chairs in teak, cushions in taman linen.
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VIS À VIS sofa in teak with cushions in chalk, deco cushions in naram almond, sujàn hemp, chalk, taman linen and canvas tuscan linen with piping in natté ochre and canvas tweed brown. VIS A VIS coffee table 99x99cm 
in teak. UKIYO lounge chair in teak, cushion in knit morning dew. GOBI basket small in linen. DUNES side and coffee table in teak. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h32cm with top in travertine. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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VIS à VIS VIS à VIS 

VIS À VIS lounger in teak, cushion in linen scisto. LANTERNS high and low in teak. SHINDI rug in hemp. 
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MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA

Tosca is simultaneously warm and inviting, stylish and intriguing. 

Rounded forms, tapered legs and an elegant seating shell, 

upholstered with extra wide braiding, characterise its design.
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TOSCA lounge chair in linen with cushions in sujàn, hemp, deco cushions in natté ochre and gaelic pearl, sofa 3-seater in linen with cushions in naram warm cotton, deco cushions in sujàn ochre and leaf.
NOMAD lounge chairs in teak, cushions in chalk, deco in knit rosemary. T-TABLE coffee table wengé ø125cm with top in lava stone linen. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone wengé. DUNES coffee table in teak. 
GOBI basket small and large in linen. POUFS in naram warm cotton. NOMAD poufs S in naram warm cotton, deco cushions in knit rosemary. SHINDI rug in hemp.

Tosca is the perfect mix of innovation and beauty, a collection as inviting to 

curl up in as it is intriguing to look at. The giant weave in hi-tech ‘knitting’, 

soft to the touch and completely weather-resistant, is complemented 

by slim legs in powder-coated stainless steel. The soft, tonal contrasts 

between the weave and frame add to the discreet luxury

TOSCA TOSCA 
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TOSCA TOSCA 

TOSCA sofa 3-seater in linen with cushions in naram warm cotton, deco cushions in natural dark brown with piping in linen, taman white and sujàn ochre. TOSCA low dining table 298cm in linen with top in 
ceramic linen, low dining chairs in linen, cushions in naram warm cotton, deco cushions in sujàn ochre. TOSCA lounger in linen, cushion in taman linen. GOBI basket small and large in linen. TAIRU sidetable in teak with top 
in lava stone linen. DUNES coffee table in teak. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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TOSCA 
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TOSCA 

TOSCA chairs in linen, cushions in taman linen and naram pearl. TAO table ø160cm in linen. SHINDI rug in linen.
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TOSCA TOSCA 

TOSCA daybed in linen, cushions in natural sage green and naram warm cotton, deco cushions in natural sage green and canvas seagrass with piping in canvas lace. 
DUNES side table in teak. GOBI basket small and large in linen.
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TOSCA chairs in wengé, cushions in taman linen and naram pearl. NOX dining table 352cm in wengé with top in ceramic scisto. SHINDI rug in wengé. 
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Sculpted from warm teak wood Nomad enhances every space due 

to its soft shapes and subtle lines. 

MONICA ARMANI

NOMAD
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NOMAD NOMAD 

Nomad represents ‘noble teak wood’ for its warmth, smoothness and 

strength. Slender legs and contoured armrests give its profile a certain 

elegance. Tailored cushions add luxury and comfort to its uniquely curved 

silhouette. Nomad, like its name, works well wherever it is placed.
NOMAD lounge chairs in teak, cushions in tagika moss. DUNES side table in teak.
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NOMAD 
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NODI sofa in wengé, cushions in taman white sand, deco cushions in tagika moss, sujàn moss, rustic weave moss, natté stardust, taman linen, tagika moss with piping in canvas lace, taman linen with piping in linen and 
canvas seagrass with piping in canvas lace. NOMAD lounge chairs in teak, cushions in taman linen. T-TABLE coffee table 298cm in wengé with top in ceramic scisto. DUNES side table in teak. NOMAD pouf S in tagika 
moss, pouf M in rustic weave cord. SHINDI rug in linen.
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Two simple materials – teak and woven cord – have been elevated 

to create a warm outdoor collection that carries a timeless quality. 

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD
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MOOD MOOD 
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MOODMOOD 

Mood greets you with its warm presence, comfortable seating and utter 

craft with a handwoven back. Combining the natural beauty of high-quality 

plantation teak with a weave in refined, soft Tricord®, Mood collection 

features casual comfort and elegance.
MOOD lounge bed in linen with cushions in taman linen, deco cushions in natural dark brown with piping in linen, natté basalt with piping in canvas lace, gaelic mushroom, gaelic sandstone, naram almond with piping
in canvas tweed brown and sujàn hemp. DUNES side table in terrazzo by Tribù. MOOD chair in linen with cushion in taman linen and casual back cushion in gaelic sandstone.  
T-TABLE dining table ø90cm in linen with top in lava stone wengé.
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MOOD daybed in earthbrown with cushions in naram pearl and sujàn hemp, deco cushions in knit rosemary, taman poivre with piping in leaf and naram pearl. DUNES coffee table in teak.
GOBI basket large in linen. LUNA lamp in wengé.
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MOOD MOOD 

MOOD chair in linen, cushions in taman linen and casual back cushion in sujàn ochre. TAO oval dining table in wengé. MONSIEUR ELLISPE hanging lamp in linen. 
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MOOD 2-seat sofa in linen with cushions in sujàn ochre, deco cushions in naram pearl with piping in natté ochre, knit colorado, gaelic ochre and dalsace flax. PURE sofa in teak with cushions in taman linen, deco cushions 
in sujàn hemp with piping in canvas lace, knit colorado, dalsace flax, natté ochre, sujàn ochre, naram pearl with piping in natté ochre and natural off-white. MOOD lounge chair in linen with cushion in sujàn ochre and naram 
pearl. LUNA lamp in wengé. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h45cm with top in travertine. DUNES side table in teak. T-TABLE coffee table ellipse in linen with top in lava stone linen. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone 
linen. SHINDI rug in linen.
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MOOD MOOD 

MOOD lounge chairs in earth brown with cushions in knit dark copper. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h32cm with top in travertine.
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MOOD MOOD 

MOOD 2-seat sofa in earth brown with cushions in knit rosemary, deco cushions in gaelic mushroom, sujàn hemp, natural dark brown with piping in linen and knit in morning dew. ELIO lounge chair in linen with cushion 
in taman linen and deco cushion in knit rosemary. MAI rectangular pouf in hemp. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h32cm with top in travertine. DUNES coffee table in teak.
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The Natal Alu collection combines functionality with aesthetics in 

a contemporary but timeless design. 

STUDIO SEGERS

NATAL ALU
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NATAL ALU NATAL ALU 

NATAL ALU meridienne in wengé with cushions in natural off-white, deco cushions in taman linen, natural dark brown with piping in canvas lace and natural cloudy sky. AMANU lounge chair with cushion in natural 
dark brown. ROOTS side table in teak. DUNES side table in teak. NOMAD pouf M in rustic weave cord. SHINDI rug in wengé.

The Natal Alu sofa displays Tribù’s design and technical skills with a 

slender, minimal frame and generous, water-repellent cushions. Twenty 

different modules with two different seat depths can be adapted to fit 

any space with refined elegance. The wide range of fabrics adds to the 

flexibility of this timeless sofa.
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NATAL ALU sofa in linen with cushions in natural dark brown, deco cushions in natural dark brown with piping in linen and natural off-white. ROOTS side table in teak. NATAL ALU X round table in linen.
T-TABLE coffee table ø80cm in linen with top in lava stone linen. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone wengé. AMANU lounge chair in teak with cushion in natural dark brown with deco cushion in natural off-white.
SHINDI rug in wengé.
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PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

CTR

CTR looks effortless in all its ingenuity. With a lightness of touch, 

the open weave adds subtle elegance to any outdoor scene. 
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CTR CTR 
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CTRCTR 

The CTR collection catches your eye with a tube in powder-coated 

stainless steel that follows its outline in one continuous line. The 

open weave of the backrest appears to float unsuspended around the 

upholstered seat. The CTR collection is a complex design created with 

effortlessness and innovation.
CTR meridiennes in white/linen, cushions in chalk, deco cushions in natté ochre with piping in canvas lace and canvas lace with piping in canvas tweed brown. DUNES side table in teak. NOMAD pouf L in natural 
sandy dunes, S in sujàn ochre. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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CTR CTR 

CTR lounge chair in wengé/wengé, cushion in tagika moss with deco cushion in leaf with piping in canvas lace. DUNES side table in teak. VIS à VIS sofa in teaj with cushions in natural 
off-white, deco cushions in natural off-white. VIS À VIS coffee table 99x99cm in teak. MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp ø30cm in moss. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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CTR CTR 

CTR lounge chair in wengé/linen, with cushions in natural dark brown and taman linen. T-TABLE low dining ø125cm in wengé with top in lava stone wengé. MONSIEUR LEBONNET standing lamp 60cm in linen.
MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp 30cm in linen.
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CTR chairs in linen/linen, cushions in knit rosemary. NOX table 352cm in linen with top in lava stone moss. SHINDI rug in hemp.
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Inspired by tree branches, the Branch collection has a sleek, 

organic look that relies on a sophisticated design and 

well-thought-out materials. 

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

BRANCH
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BRANCH side chairs and dining table ø125cm in linen, seat cushions in natural sandy dunes. MONSIEUR LEBONNET standing lamp ø60 and ø40cm in linen. MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp ø40cm in linen.
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BRANCH BRANCH 

BRANCH dining table 300x110cm in wengé with teak top, arm and side chairs in wengé, seat cushions in canvas seasalt.       

Just as sunlight filters through the branches of a tree, so it illuminates 

the Branch collection. Slender legs and lattice seats give Branch a 

delicate lightness, while the clever design and hi-tech materials make 

the collection highly comfortable and durable. “Branch stregthens the 

emotional connection with nature. It creates a feeling of respect and 

fascination with the natural environment”, says designer Manel Molina.
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BRANCH loungers in wengé, cushions in natural sandy dunes. DUNES side table in teak. LANTERNS high and low in teak.
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The Kos collection enhances the robust character of teak with 

a purified yet powerful twist.

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS
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KOS KOS 

146 147

KOSKOS 

Kos is beautiful on its own, yet combined with other collections its 

robustness and graceful design add excitement to any outdoor setting. 

Kos is the perfect companion to create the essence of outdoor living, 

any time of the year.
PURE sofa in teak with cushions in naram pearl, deco cushions in taman poivre, gealic mushroom and natural dark brown with piping in canvas lace. KOS lounge chairs in teak with cushion in taman linen.
T-TABLE low dining table ø90cm in linen with top in lava stone wengé. DUNES side table in terrazzo by Tribù. SHINDI rug in linen.
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KOS KOS 

KOS lounger in teak with cushion in knit rosemary.
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True simplicity offers infinite versatility. The sculptural Pure family 

captures that in the most sophisticated, ingenious way, adding 

luxurious elements to its never outdated heritage.

ANDREI MUNTEANU

PURE
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PURE sofa in teak with cushions in natural aged ivory, deco cushions in natté basalt, rustic weave cord, taman linen, natural aged ivory with piping in canvas tweed brown and natté wengé with piping in linen. 
VIS-À-VIS coffee table 99x99cm. in teak. LANTERN high and low. SHINDI rug in wengé.
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PURE PURE 

The Pure collection truly changed the way we think about outdoor 

furniture. And even after decades, its bestseller story continues. New 

contemporary elements like a two seat extension, a luxurious lounger and 

cabana are taking Pure’s modularity to yet another level. Together with 

the five existing modular elements, comfortably accessorized with deep 

stylish cushions, Pure creates timeless and harmonious outdoor rooms, 

effortlessly adapting to every possible atmosphere. 
PURE sofa in teak with cushions in naram pearl, deco cushion in taman linen, gaelic mushroom, natural dark brown with piping in linen, sujàn hemp, dalsace flax and gaelic sandstone. ELIO lounge chairs with cushions in
taman linen, deco cushion in gaelic mushroom. DUNES coffee and side table in teak. MAI square pouf in hemp. NATAL ALU X round table in clay. SHINDI rug in linen. MONSIEUR LEBONNET standing lamp ø40cm in linen. 
MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp ø30cm in linen.
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PURE PURE 

PURE lounger in teak with cushion in naram pearl. 
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PURE PURE 

PURE loungers in teak with cushions in naram pearl. GOBI basket large in linen.
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The Illum collection is an ode to form and function. Durable 

materials are used throughout the collection, with smooth 

transitions from crisp to soft lines. 

MERCKX & MAES

ILLUM
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ILLUM lounger and armchairs in wengé, bench and dining table 267x100cm in wengé with teak top.         
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ILLUM ILLUM 

ILLUM lounger in wengé.         

The Il lum collection refers to the classical Scandinavian furniture 

archetypes, translatedwith updated materials for outdoors. Aluminium is 

used like sculpted wood and Batyline® for the seating, serving both looks 

and durability. Batyline® has a lasting high tension and is known to be UV 

resistant, quick dry and dirt repellent. The soft-curving back of the chair 

provides an inviting view and seating comfort. Functionality is paramount 

for Illum, without compromising on comfort and class.
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ILLUM armchairs in white and dining table 267x71cm in white with top in ceramic piombo.
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ILLUM ILLUM 

When it comes to comfort and luxury, Pavilion undoubtedly triumphs. 

The classic canopied bed was given a modern yet timeless look with 

customization options according to your preference. This well-designed 

daybed is your perfect companion for outdoor relaxing in style
TAO oval dining table in wengé. ILLUM armchairs in clay with cushion in naram almond.
SHINDI rug in linen.
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Pavilion introduces contemporary design and 

luxurious elegance at its best.

MONICA ARMANI

PAVILION

PETTOLECCHIA IL LIDO
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ILIA ECKARDT

MONSIEUR TRIC OT

Monsieur Tricot is a distinctive collection of knitted and hand 

crocheted outdoor lighting that give a warm glow and cast beautiful 

shadows.
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MONSIEUR LEBONNET standing lamps ø30cm, ø40cm and ø60cm in linen. MADAME CACHET standing lamps ø50cm in linen. MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp ø30cm in linen.
CTR lounge chairs in wengé/linen, cushions in natural dark brown and taman linen. T-TABLE low dining table ø125cm in wengé with top in lava stone wengé.  
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MONSIEUR TRICOT MONSIEUR TRICOT 

MADAME LATOQUE hanging lamp ø30cm and ø40cm in wengé. MADAME CACHET hanging lamp ø40cm in wengé. 

Monsieur Tricot is a collection of distinctive knitted and hand crocheted 

outdoor lighting. The hanging and standing lamps, designed by Belgian 

designer Ilia Eckardt, merge traditional techniques with high-performance 

materials and modern technology. Ilia grew up immersed in the Belgian 

fashion scene, his mother working for Belgian fashion designers like Raf 

Simons and Dries Van Noten. Fascinated by their world, he designed his 

own outdoor lighting collection which he composed as a family. Meet the 

handsome Monsieur Lebonnet, the graceful Madame Latoque, the chic 

Madame Cachet and their nephew Monsieur Ellipse. The lights give a 

warm glow and cast beautiful shadows for long summer nights. 
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GOBI basket small and large in linen.
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ACCESSORIES 

182

ACCESSORIES 

183

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 

LUNA lamps in wengé. VIS A VIS low tables. MAI rectangular and square poufs in hemp. DUNES side table in teak. MONSIEUR LEBONNET standing lamp ø40cm in linen. MADAME  LATOQUE standing lamp ø40cm in linen.
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 

LUNA lamps in wengé. MAI poufs rectangular in hemp. TAIRU side table in teak with top in lava stone wengé. OTTO side tables in teak ø48cm h32cm and h. 45cm with top in teak. NOMAD pouf S in sujàn hemp, knit dark copper and naram almond, pouf in M in sujàn hemp. DUNES side table in teak. 
MONSIEUR LEBONNET standing lamp ø30cm in linen. MADAME  LATOQUE standing lamp ø40cm in linen.
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LUNA lamps in wengé. OTTO side tables in teak ø60cm h32cm with top in travertine. DUNES coffee table in teak.
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 

MADAME LATOQUE standing lamp ø30cm in linen. ROOTS side tables in teak.
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DUNES coffee and side table in teak.

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 

LANTERNS large and small in teak. HEXAGON coffee and side table with top in muschelkalk (on request).
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ACCESSORIES 

194

ACCESSORIES 

LUNA lamps in wengé. OTTO side table in teak ø48cm h32cm with top in ceramic sabbia.
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ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES 

ECLIPSE umbrellas round 350cm in wood.
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PROJECT
REFERENCE S

© MR. TRIPPER
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PROJECT 

SOUKI LODGES & SPA

OCCITANIA, FRANCE

© MR. TRIPPER

The two eco-luxury cabins at Souki Lodges & Spa in the spectacular 

Hérault region of southern France offer a complete escape into 

unspoiled nature. These seductive retreats are open to the views and 

scents of the wooded hills and aromatic garrigue that surround them, 

blending restful, contemporary interiors with a terrace furnished with 

our Mood, Senja and Branch collections.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

MIX BY ALAIN DUCASSE

EMERALD PALACE KEMPINSKI, DUBAI 

©PMONETTA
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL THE SURF CLUB

MIAMI BEACH, FLORIDA
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PROJECT 

206

PROJECT 

CAP VERMELL GRAND HOTEL

MALLORCA, SPAIN
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PROJECT PROJECT 

FOUR SEASONS RITZ

LISBON, PORUGAL

Architect: Openbook

The historic Four Seasons Ritz, located in the heart of Lisbon, truly 

embodies the cultural soul of Portugal. Outside, you can see the city’s 

rolling hills and brightly tiled facades surrounding the pool area. The 

perfect place to relax after a day of sightseeing through the city or to 

unwind in the sun on a comfortable Senja lounger, Pavilion or Mood 

daybed.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

In this exclusive oasis in the middle of the city, you can worship their 

unique sense of style of art-deco merged with an updated Louis XVI 

aesthetic, along with many important contemporary local artworks 

filling their halls. After a day of exploring the city’s sights, CURA 

restaurant offers a seasonally inspired, Michelin-starred gastronomic 

experience.

Tribù was asked to create luxury outdoor furniture for the entire pool 

area variating from Pavilion and Mood daybeds and bar chairs, to 

Natal alu sofas, Senja loungers and Drops side tables. All these Tribù 

collections are well-depicted at the Four Seasons Ritz’s outdoor space, 

exuding discrete luxury in the warmest colours. Perfectly fitting for the 

vibrant and colourful city of Lisbon.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

FOUR SEASONS 

BURJ ALSHAYA, KUWAIT 

©AYNUR MAMEDOVA 
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PROJECT PROJECT 

FOUR SEASONS MEGÈVE

MEGÈVE, FRANCE

Bring together the Rothschild family heritage, a luxury hotelier and Tribù’s 

classic Mood Club Chairs and what do you have? The Four Seasons Hotel 

Megève, destination of choice for the chic ski set since it opened in 2017. 

A natural palette of stone, wood, lambswool and sheepskin unites the 

four interconnecting hotel chalets, the two-Michelin-starred restaurant 

and spa. Celebrated interior designer Pierre-Yves Rochon, known as 

‘the master of grande luxe’, has made comfort the key to his gorgeously 

indulgent bedrooms, suites and public spaces.

Tribù’s Mood Club Chairs are the perfect addition to the guest balconies, 

deep, cocooning seats from which to take in the spectacular snow-

capped views of Mont d’Arbois. Their earth-brown woven seat backs in 

Tribù’s exclusive Tricord material and warm teak frames are both weather 

resistant and highly durable. The Studio Segers design celebrates the 

appeal of natural textures and Tribù’s technically advanced, soft-touch 

materials.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

ST. REGIS MALDIVES VOMMULI RESORT

MALDIVES

Guests arriving at The St. Regis Maldives Vommuli Resort by private sea 

plane might be struck first by the lush green of the tropical island, then by 

what could be the silhouette of a giant lobster and a whale shark.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

Singapore-based architects WOW | Warner Wong Design have blended 

natural forms and traditional materials in their striking design for this five 

star resort. WOW is known for its culturally sensitive designs based on 

in-depth research into local building materials, designs and customs. 

The terraces of the Villas on land and overwater are immaculately 

furnished with a plush Mood Daybed and Armchairs in teak and warm 

brown are accented by a Branch Bistro Table in wengé colour.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

PETTOLECCHIA IL LIDO

FASANO - PUGLIA, ITALY
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PROJECT PROJECT 

M/Y DRAGON, COLUMBUS CLASSI 80MT

M/Y Dragon is an exceptional new yacht from Italian firm Columbus 

Yachts, a Palumbo Superyachts brand. 

The exterior areas, which are all different in character, were 

furnished using only Tribù collections for the freestanding 

furniture, specified by the project’s interior designer Francesco 

Guida. “The handwoven tricord of the back of the Mood armchairs, 

daybeds and club chairs is in perfect harmony with the natural 

atmosphere I had in mind. Ultimately the classic modernity of the 

interiors find the perfect continuity in the exterior areas creating 

the “timeless relaxing atmosphere” the owner requested.” – 

Francesco Guida.
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PROJECT PROJECT 

When Dragon is anchored, additional sun-trap decks open out at 

the bow, furnished with Mood daybeds, Vis à Vis loungers, poufs 

and Ile side tables. 

Across the width of the teak bridge is the 200-metre-square 

‘beach club’. Here, Mood bar chairs are paired with Pure sofas, 

Mood low tables and poufs to create a flexible, relaxed club 

atmosphere.
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SOFAS
The Tosca outdoor sofa is simultaneously warm and inviting, stylish and intriguing. It was the first time TRIBÙ 
called upon a female designer to draw an outdoor furniture piece and that is evident in the design. Rounded 
forms, tapered legs and an elegant seating shell in powder-coated stainless steel, upholstered with extra-
wide braiding. The material for the braiding is genuinely innovative : foam mousse is encased in a seamless 
sheath of knitted textilene and polyolefine which makes the material weather-resistant, but also surprisingly 
soft to the touch. The seating comfort is especially pleasant, thanks to the comfortable outdoor cushions.

P. 89, 90-91, 92

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

fRAME

WEAVE

Code 05309 

W91.75” D29.25” H27.25” SH15.75” 
W233cm D74cm H69cm SH40cm

Code 05308

W64.25” D27.25”H27.25” SH15.75” 
W163cm D74cm H69cm SH40cm

Italian designer Piergiorgio Cazzaniga does with the CTR collection what he is good at: making complex 
designs appear effortless. The frame of the sofa is made of profiles in powder-coated stainless steel that are 
bent in one continuous line. The corners are straight, yet the tubes keep a round form, which requires great 
mastery. The backrest is attached to the frame at only 2 points and appears to float unsuspended above the 
seat. The open weave refers to the ancient tradition of weaving and gives flexible support to the back. The 
seat is upholstered with a water-repellent cushion which can be easily removed.

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

CTR

Code 01108 

W61.5” D30.25” H30” SH17.7” 
W156cm D77cm H76cm SH45cm

89 - WENGÉ

00 - WHITE

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

fRAME

WEAVE

89 - WENGÉ

SOfAS 
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Elio, referring to the Greek sun god Helios and designed by Canadian design firm Yabu Pushelberg, is inspired 
by the motion of light as it reflects and refracts on landscapes and objects. Multiple soft shades of yarn are 
woven into one strand, which mimics the hues of natural light and makes each chair unique. The handwoven 
seat in weather-resistant Tricord rope, draws inward to create a warm, intimate cocoon effect. The 2-seat sofa 
is framed by natural teak, which supports the seating shell primarily through the back legs that cross the shell.

The Suro Banquette truly enhances the combination of two materials: the elegant rigor of teak wood or 
powder coated aluminium and the flexibility of the braided rope weaving. Both materials elegantly blend 
into an exceptional design. The wood and aluminium both affirm the structure of the seat. The fiber backrest, 
as if hanging from the seat, forms an embracing cocoon-like flower petal which provides unique comfort 
thanks to its roundness.

YABU PUSHELBERG

ELIO

P. 14-15

CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT

SURO 

89 - WENGÉ

TEAK

10 - LINEN

fRAME

WEAVE

Code 02508 

W60.75” D35” H32.75” SH13.75” 
W154cm D89cm H83cm SH35cm

Pure delicately channels design to its very essence: pure simplicity and elegance. Like a chameleon, the 
modular outdoor sofa adapts effortlessly to every setting and configuration. From now on the basic five 
elements can be seamlessly combined with the latest addition joining the Pure collection: the two seater 
module, generating generous extension options. Its stylish cushions provide the Pure outdoor set with a 
contemporary look.  

TEAK

fRAME

P. 8-9, 114-115, 146-147, 152-153, 154-155, 173, 179, 184

ANDREI MUNTEANU

PURE

Armchair 01202s

W38.5” D38.5” H24.75” SH16.25” 
W98cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

2-Seater sofa 01207

W78.7” D38.6” H24.8” SH16.25” 
W200cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

Corner 01201

W38.5” D38.5” H24.75” SH16.25” 
W98cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

Right arm 01204

W76” D38.6” H24.8” SH16.25” 
W193cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

Left arm 01203

W76” D38.6” H24.8” SH16.25” 
W193cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

Extension 01228

W74.75” D38.6” H24.75” SH16.25” 
W190cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

The airy design of the Mood collection and its warm combination of teak and handwoven backs will 
immediately create an intimate atmosphere on your patio. The rounded design of the durable teak gives 
the sofa a warm and friendly tone. The weave in Tricord has a very soft touch, but can nevertheless defy 
all weather conditions. Tribù has developed a range of natural colours that fit in with any type of outdoor 
environment. The comfortable outdoor cushions can be left out in the rain, thanks to the ventilating, water-
repellent filling. The back cushions are available in various styles to match every taste.

P. 114, 1118

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD

85 - EARTHBROWN

TEAK

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

WEAVE

Code 06209 

W91.75” D35.75” H27.25” SH17” 
W233cm D91cm H69cm SH43cm

Code 06208 

W62.5” D35.75” H27.25” SH17” 
W159cm D81cm H69cm SH43cm

Code 02708

W64.25” D34.25” H29.5” SH17.25” 
W163cm D87cm H75cm SH44cm

12 - HEMP 10 - LINEN

T - TEAK 20 - CLAY

fRAME

WEAVE
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The modular Nodi sofa has a strong personality, yet it sits easily in an outdoor space without dominating it. 
The frame has an airiness and architectural appeal thanks to its curve, grace and open weaving. The extra-soft 
cushion filling makes Nodi one of the most comfortable outdoor sofas, as well as one of the most flexible. 
With three seating elements and four seat depths you can create your own personal sofa.

P. 12-13, 16-17, 28-29, 30-31, 35, 42-43, 49, 50, 54-55, 104-105

YABU PUSHELBERG

NODI

DEEPREGULAR LOUNGE MERIDIENNE

Regular

37.5”  
95cm

Pouf regular 01955

W34,25” D34,25” SH15” 
W87cm D87cm SH38cm 

DEEPREGULAR LOUNGE MERIDIENNE

Deep

44”  
112cm

Single module regular 01950

W34,25” D37.5” H31.1” SH15” SD26.8” 
W87cm D95cm H79cm SH38cm SD68cm

DEEPREGULAR LOUNGE MERIDIENNE

Lounge

59”  
150cm

Corner module regular single back cushion left arm 
01951

W37” D37.5” H31.1” SH15” SD26.8” 
W94cm D95cm H79cm SH38cm SD68cm

Corner module regular single back cushion right arm 
01952

W37” D37.5” H31.1” SH15” SD26.8” 
W94cm D95cm H79cm SH38cm SD68cm

DEEPREGULAR LOUNGE MERIDIENNE

Meridienne

70.75”  
180cm

Corner module regular corner back cushion left arm 
01953

W37” D37.5” H31.1” SH15” SD26.8” 
W94cm D95cm H79cm SH38cm SD68cm

Corner module regular corner back cushion right arm 
01954

W37” D37.5” H31.1” SH15” SD26.8” 
W94cm D95cm H79cm SH38cm SD68cm

Pouf deep 01965

W34.25” D40.5” SH15”  
W87cm D103cm SH38cm

Single module deep 01960

W34.25” D44” H31.1” SH15” SD34.2” 
W87cm D112cm H79cm SH38cm SD87cm

Corner module deep single back cushion left arm 
01961

W37” D44” H31.1” SH15” SD34.2” 
W94cm D112cm H79cm SH38cm SD87cm

Corner module deep single back cushion right arm 
01962

W37” D44” H31.1” SH15” SD34.2” 
W94cm D112cm H79cm SH38cm SD87cm

Corner module deep corner back cushion left arm 
01963

W37” D44.1” H31.1” SH15” SD34.2” 
W94cm D112cm H79cm SH38cm SD87cm

Corner module deep corner back cushion right arm 
01964

W37” D44.1” H31.1” SH15” SD34.2” 
W94cm D112cm H79cm SH38cm SD87cm

89 - WENGÉ00 - WHITE

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN00/10 - WHITE/LINEN

Pouf XL 01985

W34” D70.7” SH15” 

W86,5cm D173cm SH38cm

Meridienne daybed 01980

W34.25” D70.75” H31.1” SH15” SD60.2” 
W87cm D180cm H79cm SH38cm SD153cm

Meridienne corner single back cushion left arm 
01981

W37” D70.75” H31” SH15” SD60.2” 
W94cm D180cm H79cm SH38cm SD153cm

Meridienne corner single back cushion right arm 
01982

W37” D70.75” H31” SH15” SD60.2” 
W94cm D180cm H79cm SH38cm SD153cm

Meridienne corner corner back cushion left arm 
01983

W37” D70.75” H31” SH15” SD60.2” 
W94cm D180cm H79cm SH38cm SD153cm

Meridienne corner corner back cushion right 
arm 01984

W37” D70.75” H31” SH15” SD60.2” 
W94cm D180cm H79cm SH38cm SD153cm

Pouf lounge 01975

W34.25” D56.25” SH15” 
W87cm D143cm SH38cm

Lounge daybed 01970

W34.25” D59.1” H31” SH15” SD47.2” 
W87cm D150cm H79cm SH38cm SD120cm

Lounge corner single back cushion left arm 01971

W37” D59” H31” SH15” SD47.2” 
W94cm D150cm H79cm SH38cm SD120cm

Lounge corner single back cushion right arm 
01972

W37” D59” H31” SH15” SD47.2” 
W94cm D150cm H79cm SH38cm SD120cm

Lounge corner corner back cushion left arm 
01973

W37” D59” H31” SH15” SD47.2” 
W94cm D150cm H79cm SH38cm SD120cm

Lounge corner corner back cushion right arm 
01974

W37” D59” H31” SH15” SD47.2” 
W94cm D150cm H79cm SH38cm SD120cm
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A subtle frame with attractive, curved armrests contrasts beautifully with the volume of the outdoor cushions 
which are supported by a weave in broad textilene straps. Thirteen different modules compose the outdoor 
sofa of your liking. The aluminium frame of the sofa is powder-coated with ultra durable structure lacquer. 
The outdoor cushions can be left outside, even in the rain. The ventilating filling is covered with a laminated 
polypropylene cover which is water resistant. All stitches have an extra inside cover to prevent water from 
penetrating.

fRAME

P. 122-123, 124-125

STUDIO SEGERS

NATAL ALU

Regular

32”  
81cm

armchair 05802 

W36.5” D32” H23.5 SH16.5” 
W93cm D81cm H60cm SH42cm

Deep

41.25”  
105cm

2-seat sofa 05808S/05808D

W74.5”/73.25" H23.5” SH16.5” 
W189cm/186cm H60cm SH42cm

3-seat sofa 
05809S/05809D

W107.5” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W273cm H60cm SH42cm

Meridienne left 05868 
Meridienne right 05869

W39” D74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W99cm D188cm H60cm SH42cm

Right arm extension 2-seat 
05838RS/05838RD

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Left arm extension 2-seat 
05838LS/05838LD

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Right arm corner module 2-seat 
05848RS/05848RD

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Left arm corner module 2-seat  
05848LS/05848LD

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Right corner extension2-seat 
05858RS/05858RD

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Left corner extension 2-seat  
05858LS/05858LD

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Centre module 2-seat  
05828S/05828D

W74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W188cm H60cm SH42cm

Meridienne left 05803

W39” D74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W99cm D188cm H60cm SH42cm

Meridienne right 05803 

W39” D74” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W99cm D188cm H60cm SH42cm

Right arm extension 3-seat 05839RS/05839RD

W107” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

Left arm extension 3-seat 05839LS/05839LD

W107” H23,5” SH16.5” 
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

Right arm corner module 3-seat 05849RS/05849RD

W107” H23,5” SH16.5” 
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

Left arm corner module 3-seat 05849LS/05849LD

W107” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

Right corner extension 3-seat 05859RS/05859RD

W107” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

Left corner extension 3-seat 05859LS/05859LD

W107” H23.5” SH16.5” 
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

Centre module 3-seat 05829S/05829D

W107" H23.5” SH16.5”  
W272cm H60cm SH42cm

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ
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SOfAS SOfAS 

Slender, teak platforms support comfortable outdoor cushions without any visible back or arm structure. Tribù 
uses only the very best plantation wood from East-Java. Every log is handpicked during the cutting process 
of the tree. The cushions are supported by brackets in stainless steel 304L and can be left outside, even in 
the rain. The ventilating filling is covered with a waterproof, laminated polypropylene cover which is water 
resistant. All stitches have an extra inside cover to prevent water from penetrating. The simple, modular 
system allows for endless compositions from a small meridienne sofa to a large corner sofa with side tables.

TEAK

fRAME

P. 41, 46-47, 81, 84-85, 131, 186-187, 195

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS A VIS

Pouf module 01792

W39” D39” SH16.25" 
W99cm D99cm SH41cm

Centre module 01708

W78” D39” H24.8” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Extension module double 01728

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Extension pouf right 01706R

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Extension pouf left 01706L

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

2-seater sofa 01709

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Right arm module 01738R

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Left arm module 01738L

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Daybed module 01742

W78” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Extension module single 01700

W39” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W99cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Corner module right arm 01701R

W39” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W99cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Corner module left arm 01701L

W39” D39” H24.75” SH16.25" 
W99cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Meridienne right long arm 01704

W39” D78” H24.8” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Meridienne left long arm 01703

W39” D78” H24.8” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Meridienne right short arm 01704s

W39” D78” H24.8” SH16.25" 
W198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

Meridienne left short arm 01703s

W39” D78” H24.8” SH16.1” 
B 198cm D99cm H63cm SH41cm

15,0cm

99,0cm

21,5cm

Border small 01796B

W39” D8.5” H7.1” 
W99cm D21,5cm H18cm

15,0cm

21,5cm

120,0cmBorder large 01797B

W47.6” D8.5” H7.1” 
W121cm D21,5cm H18cm
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SOfAS SOfAS 

Curl up and relax on the modular Senja sofa. Combine a one-, two- or three-seater module with high or low 
arms and keep everything you need to hand with an integrated table, console or side table in teak or glazed 
lava stone. Senja comes with regular seat cushions or an ultra-deep variant to curl up on. With a choice of 110 
weather-resistant fabrics, Senja lets you create the sofa you want, tailored to your personal style.

10-LINEN

fRAME

P. 62-63, 66-67, 

STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN TEAK

TEAK

LEGS

TOPS

Regular (R)

28.75“ 
73cm

High armrest (HA)

30.3“ 
77cm

Low armrest (LA)

24.4“ 
62cm

Pouf module R 023200 

W33.75” H16.5” SH15.25” 
W86cm H42cm SH39cm

Single module R 023201 

W33.75” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W86cm H77cm SH39cm

1-seater sofa RHA 023202/RLA 023203 

W48”/47.25” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W122/120cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Meridienne left deep DHA 023301/DLA 023302 

Meridenne right deep DHA 023401/DLA 023402

W73.2” D45.7” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W186cm D116cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Meridienne Daybed deep 023403

W73.2” D45.7” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W186cm D116cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Double pouf module R 023801/D023851

W66.75” H16.5” SH15.25” 
W167cm H42cm SH39cm

Pouf+table R 023802/D023852

W65.75” H16.5” SH15.25” 
W167cm H42cm SH39cm

Single module + pouf R 023803/D023853

W66.75” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W167cm H77cm SH39cm

Single module + table R 023804/D023854

W66.75” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W167cm H77cm SH39cm

Double module R 023805/D023855

W65.75” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W167cm H77cm SH39cm

Regular (R)

36.25“ 
92cm

Deep (D)

38.2“ 
97cm

Deep (D)

45.75“ 
116cm

Right corner RHA 023806/ RLA 023808 

Left corner RHA 023807/ RLA 023809 

Right corner DHA 023856/DLA 023858

Left corner DHA 023857/DLA 023859

W73.2”/72.8” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W186/185cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

2-seater sofa RHA 023810/RLA 023811 

2-seater sofa DHA 023860/DLA 023861 

W80.3”/79.5”” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W204/202cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Right corner + pouf RHA 023814/ RLA 023816 

Left corner + pouf RHA 023815/ RLA 023817 

Right corner + pouf DHA 023864/DLA 023866

Left corner + pouf DHA 023865/DLA 023867

W73.2”/72.8” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W186/185cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Right corner + table RHA 023818/ RLA 023820 

Left corner + table RHA 023819/ RLA 023821 

Right corner + table DHA 023868/DLA 023870

Left corner + table DHA 023869/DLA 023871

W73.2”/72.8” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W186/185cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Triple pouf module R 023901/D023951

W99.2” H15.25” SH15.25” 
W253cm H39cm SH39cm

Triple module R 023902/D023952

W99.2” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W253cm H77cm SH39cm

3-seater sofa R 023903/D023953

W113.4”/112.6” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W288/286cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Right extension+pouf R 023907/D023957

Left extension+pouf R 023908/D023958

W99.2” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W253cm H77cmSH39cm

Right extension+table R 023909/D023959

Left extension+table R 023910/D023960

W99.2” H30.3” SH15.25” 
W252cm H77cm SH39cm

Right corner RHA 023911/ RLA 023913 

Left corner RHA 023912/ RLA 023914 

Right corner DHA 023961/DLA 023963

Left corner DHA 023962/DLA 023964

W106.3”/105.9” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W270/269cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm”

Right corner + pouf RHA 023915/ RLA 023917 

Left corner + pouf RHA 023916/ RLA 023918 

Right corner + pouf DHA 023965/DLA 023967

Left corner + pouf DHA 023966/DLA 023968

W106.3”/105.9” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W270/269cm H77cm/62cm SH39cm

Right corner + table RHA 023919/ RLA 023921 

Left corner + table RHA 023920/ RLA 023922 

Right corner + table DHA 023969/DLA 023971

Left corner + table DHA 023970/DLA 023972

W106.3”/105.9” H30.3”/24.5" SH15.25” 
W270/269cm H77cm SH39cm

L70 - OCEANL10 - LINEN
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LOUNGE CHAIRS 

240

LOUNGE CHAIRS 

240 241

The refined Amanu collection brings interior quality 

outside, combining comfort and sustainability. 

The chairs feature woven, hemp-based Canax® 

sling seats that seem to float from a slimline-

teak frame, sourced from sustainably managed 

Indonesian plantations. The slightly tapered legs 

provide lightness and grace, while the smooth, 

half-rounded armrests and the elegantly finished 

cushions make the chairs extremely comfortable.

Code 02612 

W30” D32.75” H32.75” SH15.25” 
W76cm D83cm H83cm SH39cm

TEAK

10 - LINEN

fRAME

WEAVE

P. 25, 28-29, 31, 33, 35, 122, 125

YABU PUSHELBERG

AMANU

Curved l ines l ike brushstrokes,  precise and 

ethereal at the same time, also incorporated into 

the Japanese writing system, were the inspiration 

for the new Ukiyo collection. The Ukiyo lounger 

expresses the delicacy of brushstrokes while 

offering unmatched comfort.

Code 07512 

W28.25” D28.75” H27.5” SH16.5” 
W72cm D73cm H70cm SH42cm

TEAK

fRAME

P. 37, 40, 42, 46

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO

The Suro lounge chai r  t ru ly  enhances the 

combination of two materials: the elegant rigor 

of teak wood or powder coated aluminium and 

the flexibility of the braided rope weaving. Both 

materials elegantly blend into an exceptional 

design. The wood and aluminium both affirm 

the structure of the seat. The fiber backrest, as 

if hanging from the seat, forms an embracing 

cocoon-like flower petal which provides unique 

comfort thanks to its roundness.

Code 02712

W28” D29.5” H29.25” SH15.75” 
W71cm D75cm H74cm SH40cm

12 - HEMP 10 - LINEN

T - TEAK 20 - CLAY

fRAME

WEAVE

P. 7, 8-9, 12-13, 14-15, 16-17, 173

CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT

SURO

The rhythm of Senja’s tightly stretched weaving 

in hemp-based Canax® perfectly blends form 

and function, beauty and comfort. The gentle 

angle of the generous backrest supports and 

moulds to the spine, with added depth from the 

extended seat and softness from the cushions..

Code 02312 

W27.25” D30.25”H28.75” SH17” 
W69cm D77cm H73cm SH43cm

P. 59, 62-63, 66, 68-69, 190-191

STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN TEAK

WEAVE

LEGS

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

LOUNGE CHAIRS

LOUNGE CHAIRS 
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LOUNGE CHAIRS LOUNGE CHAIRS 

El io,  referr ing to the Greek sun god Hel ios 

and designed by Canadian design firm Yabu 

Pushelberg, is inspired by the motion of light as it 

reflects and refracts on landscapes and objects. 

Multiple soft shades of yarn are woven into one 

strand, which mimics the hues of natural light and 

makes each chair unique. The handwoven seat in 

weather-resistant Tricord rope, draws inward to 

create a warm, intimate cocoon effect. The high 

back, deep seat and generous cushion make it 

perfect for daydreaming. The chair is framed by 

natural teak, which supports the seating shell 

primarily through the back legs that cross the shell.

Code 02520 

W28” D34.75” H39.75” SH15” 
W71cm D88cm H101cm SH38cm

fRAME

WEAVE

TEAK

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN

P. 71

YABU PUSHELBERG

ELIO HIGH BACK

El io,  referr ing to the Greek sun god Hel ios 

and designed by Canadian design f irm Yabu 

Pushelberg, is inspired by the motion of light as 

it reflects and refracts on landscapes and objects. 

Multiple soft shades of yarn are woven into one 

strand, which mimics the hues of natural light and 

makes each chair unique. The handwoven seat in 

weather-resistant Tricord rope, draws inward to 

create a warm, intimate cocoon effect. The lounge 

chair is framed by natural teak, which supports the 

seating shell primarily through the back legs that 

cross the shell.

Code 02512 

W26.5” D30” H31.5” SH16.5” 
W67cm D76cm H80cm SH42cm

P. 72-73, 75, 118

YABU PUSHELBERG

ELIO

The deep cushion of the Nomad lounge chair 

is stitched to cocoon the body, folding over the 

armrests and moulding into the broad curve of the 

backrest. Designer Monica Armani used what she 

calls ‘noble teak wood’ for its warmth, smoothness 

and strength. Slender legs and contoured armrests 

give the chair its elegant profile and the smartly 

stitched cushion is as luxurious as it is comfortable. 

Nomad, like its name, works well wherever it is 

placed, in combination with a lounge set-up or as 

a stand-alone piece.

Code 05012 

W29.25” D28” H27.5” SH17.25” 
W74cm D71cm H70cm SH44cm

P. 55, 91, 102-103, 104-105

MONICA ARMANI

NOMAD

The Tosca outdoor collection is simultaneously 

warm and inviting, stylish and intriguing. It was 

the first time Tribù called upon a female designer 

to draw an outdoor furniture piece with a more 

feminine touch. Monica Armani succeeded in her 

challenge: rounded forms, tapered legs and an 

elegant seating shell in powder-coated stainless 

steel, upholstered with extra-wide braiding. The 

material for the braiding is genuinely innovative: 

foam mousse is encased in a seamless sheath of 

knitted Textilene® and polyolefine which makes the 

material weather-resistant, but also surprisingly 

soft to the touch.The seating comfort is especially 

pleasant, also thanks to the comfortable outdoor 

cushions.

Code 05302 

W34.75” D29.25” H30.75” SH15.75” 
W88cm D74cm H78cm SH40cm

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ 10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

WEAVE

P. 89, 90

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA

The airy design of the Mood collection and its 

warm combination of teak and handwoven backs 

will immediately create an intimate atmosphere on 

your patio. The rounded design of the durable teak 

gives the lounge chair a warm and friendly tone. 

The weave in Tricord has a very soft touch, but can 

nevertheless defy all weather conditions. Tribù has 

developed a range of natural colours that fit in with 

any type of outdoor environment. The comfortable 

outdoor cushions can be left out in the rain, thanks 

to the ventilating, water-repellent filling.

Code 06202 

W35.75” D32” H27.25” SH17” 
W91cm D81cm H69cm SH43cm

P. 115, 116-117

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD

The Tosca deep-seated low dining chair adds low-

key luxury to relaxed dining. The elegant

seating shell in powder-coated stainless steel is 

upholstered with an extra-large, vertical weave. 

The material is genuinely innovative, a combination 

of textilene and polyolefin is knitted over a tube 

of EPDM foam without any visible joint. Next to 

its weather-resistant features, the material is 

also surprisingly soft to the touch. The ton-sur-

ton colours emphasise the chic character of this 

lounge chair and the comfortable outdoor cushions 

guarantee a pleasant seating comfort.

Code 05317 

W26.75” D26.75” H24” SH17” 
W68cm D68cm H61cm SH43cm

P. 92-93

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA LOW DINING

fRAME

WEAVE

TEAK

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN

fRAME

TEAK

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ 10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN 85 - EARTHBROWN

fRAME

WEAVE

TEAK

With the Pure Sofa, designer Andrei Munteanu 

reduces design to the essence, devoid of all 

excess: pure simplicity and elegance. This modular 

outdoor sofa consists of five elements that combine 

easily into a corner sofa, long couch, lounge bed, 

etc. The sofa is available in high-quality teak from 

Indonesian plantations. Deep casual cushions to 

sink into create an informal, relaxed look and are 

available in numerous luxury outdoor fabrics. In 

addition to casual cushions, the Pure sofa armchair 

is also available with Miami cushions.

Code 01202S 

W36.5” D38.5” H24.75” SH16.25” 
W93cm D98cm H63cm SH41cm

ANDREI MUNTEANU

PURE

The Vis à vis collection gives wooden outdoor 

furniture a new dimension. Teak is designer 

Cazzaniga’s favourite outdoor material ,  i t  is 

natural, soft to touch and extremely durable. When 

he started to design the collection, he thought 

of a place where people could be outside and 

communicate with each other in total comfort. The 

result was a lounger with royal dimensions and an 

integrated side table, designed in a way that two 

loungers fit into each other. 

Code 01712 

W28” D28.25” H30” SH16.5” 
W71cm D72cm H76cm SH42cm

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS

Code rocking chair 01713 

W24.5” D32.25” H29.5” SH16.25” 
W62cm D82cm H75cm SH41cm

TEAK

fRAME fRAME

WEAVE

CANAX® STRAPS

TEAK
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LOUNGE CHAIRS 

The Natal Alu collection combines functionality 

with impeccable class and a strong charisma. 

The straight,  angular l ines of the aluminium 

frame contrast beautifully with the curved seat in 

Batyline® which seems to float within the frame. 

In 1999, the stainless steel version with teak seat 

won a Henry van de Velde design award. Today the 

design is still very much in style, although updated 

with more low-maintenance materials. Batyline is 

UV and stretch-resistant, dirt-repellent and quick-

drying. 

Code 05912 

W22.75” D27.5” H28.25” SH15.25” 
W58cm D70cm H72cm SH39cm

STUDIO SEGERS

NATAL ALU

Italian designer Piergiorgio Cazzaniga does with 

the CTR collection what he is good at: making 

complex designs appear effortless. The frame of 

the chair is made of profiles in powder-coated 

stainless steel that are bent in one continuous 

line. The corners are straight, yet the tubes keep 

a round form, which requires great mastery. The 

backrest is attached to the frame at only 2 points 

and appears to float unsuspended above the seat. 

The open weave refers to the ancient tradition of 

weaving and gives flexible support to the back. 

Code 01102 

W31” D30.25” H30” SH17.75” 
W79cm D77cm H76cm SH45cm

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN

WEAVE

P. 130-131, 132-133, 174-175

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

C TR

Basic chic with an excellent, well-studied seating 

comfort is the best way to describe the Kos 

collection. The combination of the broad slats 

and the pure but powerful design, reinvents 

teak in a modern, robust way. Tribù uses only the 

very best Javanese plantation wood for its teak 

outdoor furniture. Its quality is locally controlled 

by subsidiary Tribù Asia.

Code 04012 

W24” D27.5” H28.25” SH15.25” 
W61cm D70cm H72cm SH39cm

P. 146-147

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS

TEAK

fRAME

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

Light and airy, Nodi’s silhouette is characterised 

by twisted-interlaced rope in weather-resistant 

Canax®, stretched across a precise geometric 

wireframe. Refined proportions and a minimalist 

approach to materiality lend a casual lightness 

to the collection. The slim profile of the arm is 

angled slightly inward in a welcoming gesture. 

The open weave in Canax®, a combination of 

PVC and natural hemp, crosses in vertical and 

horizontal lines, providing shape and structure to 

the seat and back. 

Code 01912 

W23.5” D28.25” H28” SH14.5” 
W60cm D72cm H71cm SH37cm

P. 51, 188

YABU PUSHELBERG

NODI

89 - WENGÉ00 - WHITE

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN00/10 - WHITE/LINEN
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CHAIRS CHAIRS 

246 247

The refined Amanu collection brings interior quality 
outside, combining comfort and sustainability. 
The chairs feature woven, hemp-based Canax® 
sling seats that seem to float from a slimline-
teak frame, sourced from sustainably managed 
Indonesian plantations. The slightly tapered legs 
provide lightness and grace, while the smooth, 
half-rounded armrests and the elegantly finished 
cushions make the chairs extremely comfortable.

Code 02618
W24” D24.5” H33” SH19” 
W 61 D62cm H84cm SH48cm 

P. 26-27, 34

YABU PUSHELBERG

AMANU

When visiting Japan designer Monica Armani 
was inspired by the signs and the sophisticated 
Japanese culture, especially the eye for detail 
which also describes her design aesthetic. For 
the Ukiyo armchairs, she worked on the balance 
between curved and taut lines and the visual 
weight of each element that concludes an 
armchair that’s comfortable, elegant and exudes 
pure design.

Code 07518

W24” D23.25” H32.75” SH19.75” 
W61cm D59cm H83cm SH50cm

P. 38-39

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO

TEAK

10 - LINEN

fRAME

WEAVE

The rhythm of Senja’s tightly stretched weaving 
in hemp-based Canax® perfectly blends form and 
function, beauty and comfort. The gentle angle of 
the backrest supports and moulds to the spine, 
with added depth and softness from the cushions.

Code 02318

W23.25” D26” H31.5” SH19.75” 
W59cm D66cm H80cm SH50cm

P. 60-61

STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA

TEAK

fRAME

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN TEAK

WEAVE

LEGS

fRAME

CHAIRS
The Suro armchair truly enhances the combination 

of two materials: the elegant rigor of teak wood or 

powder coated aluminium and the flexibility of the 

braided rope weaving. Both materials elegantly 

blend into an exceptional design. The wood and 

aluminium both affirm the structure of the seat. The 

fiber backrest, as if hanging from the seat, forms an 

embracing cocoon-like flower petal which provides 

unique comfort thanks to its roundness.

Code 02718

W24” D24.5” H32.75” SH20” 
W61cm D62cm H83.5cm SH50.6cm

12 - HEMP 10 - LINEN

T - TEAK 20 - CLAY

fRAME

WEAVE

P. 10-11, 18-19, 21, 22-23, 

CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT

SURO

CHAIRS 
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CHAIRS CHAIRS 

The NOMAD armchair emphasises the unique 
characteristics of teak wood, one being able to 
sculpt it, like few other kinds of wood. Having 
extensive knowledge and experience in teak 
processing, Tribù was able to guide designer 
Monica Armani from concept to a final design, 
balancing soft shapes, subtle lines, and skill.

Code 05018

W23.5” D22” H30” SH20” 
W60cm D56cm H76cm SH51cm

P. 101

MONICA ARMANI

NOMAD

The Tosca outdoor collection is simultaneously 
warm and inviting, stylish and intriguing. It was 
the first time Tribù called upon a female designer 
to draw an outdoor furniture piece with a more 
feminine touch. Monica Armani succeeded in her 
challenge: rounded forms, tapered legs and an 
elegant seating shell in powder-coated stainless 
steel ,  upholstered with extra-wide braiding. 
The mater ia l  for  the bra id ing is  genuine ly 
innovative: foam mousse is encased in a seamless 
sheath of knitted textilene and polyolefine which 
makes the material weather-resistant, but also 
surprisingly soft to the touch.

Code 05318

W23.25” D25.5” H28” SH19” 
W59cm D65cm H71cm SH48cm

P. 94-95, 98-99

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA

El io,  referr ing to the Greek sun god Hel ios 
and designed by Canadian design f irm Yabu 
Pushelberg, is inspired by the motion of light as 
it reflects and refracts on landscapes and objects. 
Multiple soft shades of yarn are woven into one 
strand, which mimics the hues of natural light and 
makes each chair unique. The handwoven seat in 
weather-resistant Tricord rope, draws inward to 
create a warm, intimate cocoon effect. The chair, 
perfect for relaxed dining, is framed by natural 
teak, which supports the seating shell primarily 
through the back legs that cross the shell.

Code 02518

W21.75” D23.5” H33” SH18” 
W55cm D60cm H84cm SH46cm

P. 76-77, 78-79

YABU PUSHELBERG

ELIO

The Tosca counter-height chair is a perfect fit for a 
pool-house kitchen counter. Or pair it with the Illum 
counter-height table, which is 13cm lower than a 
regular bar table for poolside cocktails. The chair’s 
elegant seating shell in powder coated stainless 
steel is upholstered with an extra- large, vertical 
weave, developed exclusively by Tribù. A great 
deal of research resulted in a unique product with 
a natural and soft appearance, that is nevertheless 
100% weatherproof and stain-repellent.

Code 05315

W21.75” D20.75” H35” SH26.5” 
W55cm D53cm H89cm SH67cm

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA C OUNTER HEIGHT

fRAME

WEAVE

TEAK

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN

TEAK

fRAME

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

10 - LINEN

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

10 - LINEN

Inspired by the branches of a tree, the Branch 
collection has a sleek, organic look. The idea 
behind the collection was to design a chair that 
blends in completely with nature and optimally 
resists all weather conditions. Behind the slender 
appearance lies a sophisticated design and a well-
considered choice for durable, easy-to-maintain, 
recyclable materials.  The technique of high-
pressure injection gives the aluminum frame a firm 
stability and the resilience of the polypropylene 
backs ensures excellent seating comfort. The 
Branch chair is available with or without armrests, 
both stackable for easy storage.

Code 07610

W21.25” D22.5” H31.5” SH18.5” 
W54cm D57cm H80cm SH47cm

P. 137, 138-139, 140-141

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

BRANCH SIDE

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

00 - WHITE

Code 01118 

W22.75” D22.5” H30.25” SH19” 
W58cm D57cm H77cm SH48cm

P. 127, 134-135

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

CTR

Italian designer Piergiorgio Cazzaniga does with 
the CTR collection what he is good at: making 
complex designs appear effortless. The frame 
of the chair is made of profiles in powder-coated 
stainless steel that are bent in one continuous 
line. The corners are straight, yet the tubes keep 
a round form, which requires great mastery. The 
backrest is attached to the frame at only 2 points 
and appears to float unsuspended above the seat. 
The open weave refers to the ancient tradition of 
weaving and gives flexible support to the back. 
The seat is upholstered with a water-repellent 
cushion which can be easily removed.

89 - WENGÉ

00 - WHITE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

Italian designer Piergiorgio Cazzaniga does with 
the CTR collection what he is good at: making 
complex designs appear effortless. The frame of 
the chair is made of profiles in powder-coated 
stainless steel that are bent in one continuous 
line. The corners are straight, yet the tubes keep 
a round form, which requires great mastery. The 
backrest is attached to the frame at only 2 points 
and appears to float unsuspended above the seat. 
The open weave refers to the ancient tradition of 
weaving and gives flexible support to the back. The 
seat is upholstered with a water-repellent cushion 
which can be easily removed.

Code 01116

W22.75” D22.5” H44” SH33.5” 
W58cm D57cm H112cm SH85cm

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

CTR BAR

89 - WENGÉ

00 - WHITE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

Inspired by tree branches, the Branch outdoor chair 
looks fluid and organic. Behind the airy, slimline 
appearance lies a sophisticated design and well-
wthought-out materials. The aluminium die-cast 
frame is powder-coated with a double layer for a 
superior scratch and uv-resistance. The seat and 
back are made of polypropylene, reinforced with 
fibre glass. The seating comfort of the garden chair 
is extraordinary thanks to the anatomic resilience 
of the back. Aluminium and polypropylene are 
excel lent  outdoor mater ia ls ,  easy to c lean, 
weather-resistant and 100% recyclable. The Branch 
garden chair is available with armrests or without 
and is stackable for easy storage.

Code 07618 

W23.25” D22.5” H31.5” SH18.5” 
W59cm D57cm H80cm SH47cm

P. 137, 140

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

BRANCH

00 - WHITE

fRAME

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ



251250

CHAIRS CHAIRS 

Basic chic with an excellent, well-studied seating 
comfort is the best way to describe the Kos 
collection. The combination of the broad slats 
and the pure but powerful design, reinvents 
teak in a modern, robust way. Tribù uses only the 
very best Javanese plantation wood for its teak 
outdoor furniture. Its quality is locally controlled 
by subsidiary Tribù Asia.

Code 04018

W21.25” D22.75” H33” SH19.25” 
W54cm D58cm H84cm SH49cm

P. 145

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS

fRAME

TEAK

Basic chic with an excellent, well-studied seating 
comfort is the best way to describe the Kos 
collection. The combination of the broad slats 
and the pure but powerful design, reinvents teak 
in a modern, robust way. This bench is a casual 
alternative for chairs at your dining table but 
serves also perfectly as a stand-alone bench 
in the garden. Tribù uses only the very best 
Javanese plantation wood for its teak outdoor 
furniture. Its quality is locally controlled by 
subsidiary Tribù Asia.

Code 04034

W77.25” D16.5” H17.75” SH18.5” 
W196cm D42cm H45cm SH47cm

P. 145

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS BENCH

fRAME

TEAK

Basic chic with an excellent, well-studied seating 
comfort is the best way to describe the Kos 
collection. The combination of the broad slats 
and the pure but powerful design, reinvents 
teak in a modern, robust way. Tribù uses only the 
very best Javanese plantation wood for its teak 
outdoor furniture. Its quality is locally controlled 
by subsidiary Tribù Asia.

Code 04016

W15.25” D19.75” H41” SH31.5” 
W39cm D50cm H104cm SH80cm

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS BAR

fRAME

TEAK

The airy design of the Mood collection and its 
warm combination of teak and handwoven backs 
will immediately create an intimate atmosphere 
on your patio. The rounded design of the durable 
teak gives the chair a warm and friendly tone. The 
weave in Tricord has a very soft touch, but can 
nevertheless defy all weather conditions. Tribù 
has developed a range of natural colours that fit 
in with any type of outdoor environment. The back 
cushions are available in various styles to match 
every taste.

Code 06218

W24” D24.5” H31” SH19.25” 
W61cm D62cm H79cm SH49cm

P. 107, 109, 112-113 ,  

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN 85 - EARTHBROWN

fRAME

WEAVE

TEAK

The airy design of the Mood collection and its 
warm combination of teak and handwoven backs 
will immediately create an intimate atmosphere 
on your patio. The rounded design of the durable 
teak gives the bar chair a warm and friendly tone. 
The weave in Tricord has a very soft touch, but 
can nevertheless defy all weather conditions. Tribù 
has developed a range of natural colours that fit in 
with any type of outdoor environment. The back 
cushions are available in various styles to match 
every taste.

Code 06216

W24.5” D23.5” H42.5” SH30.75” 
W62cm D60cm H108cm SH78cm

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD BAR

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN 85 - EARTHBROWN

fRAME

WEAVE

TEAK

The Natal Alu collection combines functionality 
with impeccable class and a strong charisma. 
The straight,  angular l ines of the aluminium 
frame contrast beautifully with the curved seat in 
Batyline® which seems to float within the frame. 
In 1999, the stainless steel version with teak seat 
won a Henry van de Velde design award. Today the 
design is still very much in style, although updated 
with more low-maintenance materials. Batyline is 
UV and stretch-resistant, dirt-repellent and quick-
drying. The aluminium frame is corrosion-resistant 
and has a lovely matte look thanks to the textured 
powder coating. The chairs are also stackable for 
easy storage.

Code 05918

W20.75” D20” H33.5” SH19.75” 
W53cm D51cm H85cm SH50cm

P. 121

STUDIO SEGERS

NATAL ALU

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

Light and airy, Nodi’s silhouette is characterised 
by twisted-interlaced rope in weather-resistant 
Canax®, stretched across a precise geometric 
wireframe. Refined proportions and a minimalist 
approach to materiality lend a casual lightness to 
the collection. The slim profile of the arm is angled 
slightly inward in a welcoming gesture. The open 
weave in Canax®, a combination of PVC and 
natural hemp, crosses in vertical and horizontal 
lines, providing shape and structure to the seat 
and back. Strong and durable, the rope work is also 
gently forgiving, adding to the ease and comfort 
of each chair.

Code 01918

W22.75” D24” H34.25” SH19.75” 
W58cm D61cm H87cm SHcm

10 - LINEN

00 - WHITE

00/10 - OFF WHITE + LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

WEAVE

P. 52-53 

YABU PUSHELBERG

NODI



252

CHAIRS 

The I l lum col lect ion refers  to  the c lass ica l 
Scandinavian furniture archetypes, translated 
with updated materials for outdoors. Aluminium 
is used like sculpted wood and Batyline for the 
seating, serving both looks and durability. Batyline 
has a lasting high tension and is known to be UV 
resistant, quick drying and dirt repelling. The soft-
curving back of the chair provides an inviting view 
and seating comfort. Functionality is paramount for 
Illum, without compromising on comfort and class.

Code 06518

W22” D19.75” H30” SH18.5” 
W56cm D50cm H76cm SH47cm

P. 161, 163, 166-167, 168-169

MERCKX & MAES

ILLUM

The Vis à vis collection gives wooden outdoor 
furniture a sophisticated dimension. Teak is 
designer Cazzaniga’s favourite outdoor material, 
it is natural, soft to touch and extremely durable. 
A dining table that can be extended endlessly and 
a number of highly comfortable chairs make the 
collection complete. The chairs are upholstered 
with an airy weave in weather-resistant Canax® 
and have a subtle rounded profile.

Code 01718

W23.25” D24” H33” SH19.25” 
W59cm D61cm H84cm SH49cm

P. 64-65

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS

fRAME

WEAVE

CANAX® STRAPS

TEAK10 - LINEN00 - WHITE

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

The Illum bench is kept pure and simple with 
beautifully curved profiles complementing the slim 
legs. The powder-coated aluminium frame is easy 
to maintain. As for the seat in teak, Tribù uses only 
the very best teak to be found in Indonesia: A-class 
wood grown in sustainably managed plantations.

Code 06534

W83.5” D17” H17.75” SH17.75” 
W212cm D43cm H45cm SH45cm

P. 162-163

MERCKX & MAES

ILLUM BENCH

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

SEAT

TEAK

The Vis à Vis collection gives wooden outdoor 
furniture a new dimension. Teak is designer 
Cazzaniga’s favourite outdoor material. It is 
natural, soft to touch and extremely durable. 
While designing, he thought of a place where 
people could connect in total comfort, outside. 
This supplementary added bench breathes 
the basic chic and versatility of the Vis à Vis 
collection. It is a casual alternative for dining 
table chairs but serves also perfectly as a stand-
alone element.

Code 07134

W62.5” D17.25” H17.25” SH18.50” 
W159cm D44cm H44cm SH47cm

P. 21, 23

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS BENCH

fRAME

TEAK

20 - CLAY



255254

TABLES TABLES 
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TABLE S
Code 02652 

L114.25” W38.5” H29.5” 
L290cm W98cm H75cm

Exploring the organic beauty and durability of teak, Yabu Pushelberg crafted a dining table that exudes 

the notion of togetherness. The broad, ceramic tiles seem to float on the discreet, yet sturdy teak frame, 

creating a remarkable lightness. The rounded edges of both the teak profiles and the outer ceramic tiles, 

convey a soft and harmonious look that stands out by its simplicity.

P. 26-27, 34

YABU PUSHELBERG

AMANU

Curved lines like brushstrokes, precise and ethereal at the same time, also incorporated into the Japanese 
writing system, were the inspiration for the new Ukiyo collection. The Ukiyo low table is the perfect companion 
to add to any outdoor setting. Different options for the table top in teak or ceramic make this item adjustable 
for each colour palette.

P. 38-39, 107

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

fRAME

Code 07553 

L106.75” W41” H29.5” 
L271cm W104cm H75cm

C15 - SABBIA C80 - SCISTO

TOP

TEAK

fRAME

Code 02654

L137.8” W38.5” H29.5” 
L350cm W98cm H75cm

TABLES 

255
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TABLES TABLES 

Code 01773 

L38.9” W38.9” H29.5” 
L99cm W99cm H75cm 

Code 01755 

L196.8” W38.9” H29.5” 
L500cm W99cm H75cm

From a length of 
196,8”/500cm or more, a third 
leg will be added.

The Vis à Vis table is characterised by solid square slats with slightly rounded corners. The 
teak is of the best quality you can find. Only A-grade wood, grown in sustainably managed 
plantations in East Java is used. Every log is handpicked during the cutting process of the 
tree. The basis of the table concept are tables of 99x99cm that can be attached to each 
other with invisible profiles to an unlimited length.

P. 82-83

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS

Code 01753 

L118.1” W38.9” H29.5” 
L300cm W99cm H75cm 

Code 01754 

L157.5” W38.9” H29.5” 
L400cm W99cm H75cm 

fRAME

TOP TEAK

Otto was inspired by a rhythmic ‘ribbon’ pattern, often found in Italian bar counters from the ‘40s. Using 
merely one simple base element, Otto not only significantly preserves the precious teak wood. Like an ancient 
architectural pillar, the robust yet elegant patterned base supports a floating round tabletop, available in 
ceramics and natural travertine, making its durable and timeless design versatile to many outdoor settings.

Otto was inspired by a rhythmic ‘ribbon’ pattern, often found in Italian bar counters from the ‘40s. Using 
merely one simple base element, Otto not only significantly preserves the precious teak wood. Like ancient 
architectural pillars, the two robust yet elegant patterned bases support a floating rectangular tabletop, 
available in ceramics and natural travertine, making its durable and timeless design versatile to many 
outdoor settings.

P. 76

MARC MERCKX

OT TO ROUND

P. 18-19

MARC MERCKX

OT TO RECTANGULAR

Code 04266

Ø58.25” H29.5” 
Ø148cm H74.7cm

Code 04254

L126” W42.25” H29,5” 
L320cm W110cm H74.7cm

C15 - SABBIA

C15 - SABBIA

C80 - SCISTO

C80 - SCISTO

T - TRAVERTINE

T - TRAVERTINE

fRAME

fRAME

TOP

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

Code 02752 

L82.75” W43.25” H29.75” 
L210cm W110cm H75.5cm

Suro effortlessly meets demands of a shifting lifestyle towards outdoor living. Solid rectangular teak wood 
slats in different widths characterize the new Suro dining table, affirming its dynamic and contemporary 
design. This innovative table concept comes in two lengths. Connecting multiple tables together with high 
quality brass profiles, facilitates endless extension possibilities and truly enhances an exceptional outdoor 
experience.

P. 20-21, 22-23

CHRISTOPHE DELCOURT

SURO

Code 02753

L110.25” W43.25” H29.75” 
L280cm W110cm H75.5cm

fRAME

TOP TEAK
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TABLES TABLES 

The Illum table with its slim legs is kept pure and simple. It is available in two widths: the standard 98 cm and 
a more narrow version of 71 cm, the ideal solution for smaller patios and balconies. The frame in aluminium 
has a dual powder coating to guarantee optimal scratch and UV resistance. The ceramic top is coloured in 
the mass. For the table top in teak Tribù uses only the very best plantation wood from East Java.

MERCKX & MAES

ILLUM C OUNTER HEIGHT

Code 06560 - counterheight

L59.8” W39.4” H36.5” 
L152cm W100cm H93cm

Code 06564xs - counterheight

L83.5” W28” H36.5” 
L212cm W71cm H93cm

Code 06573 

L39.4” W39.4” H30” 
L100cm W100cm H76cm

Code 06573-T

L39.4” W39.4” H30” 
L100cm W100cm H76cm

Code 06552xs 

L83.5” W27.9” H30” 
L 212cm W71cm H76cm 

Code 06552xs -T

L83.5” W28.7” H30” 
L 212cm W73cm H76cm 

The Illum table with its slim legs is kept pure and simple. It is available in two widths: the standard 98 cm and 
a more narrow version of 71 cm, the ideal solution for smaller patios and balconies. The frame in aluminium 
has a dual powder coating to guarantee optimal scratch and UV resistance. The ceramic top is coloured in 
the mass. For the table top in teak Tribù uses only the very best plantation wood from East Java.

The teak Illum table maintains the slender proportions of the aluminium version, using the finest teak from 
carefully managed plantations in East Java. The table top connects with the legs in a smooth curve, the 
corners being hand-sculpted and sanded from a solid piece of wood. There are no hard edges on this Illum 
table – all contours are rounded for a soft, pleasing look and feel.

P. 121, 127, 161, 163, 164-165

MERCKX & MAES

ILLUM

P. 78-79

MERCKX & MAES

ILLUM TEAK

Code 06550 

L59.8” W39.4” H30” 
L152cm W100cm H76cm

Code 06550-T 

L59.8” W39.4” H30” 
L152cm W100cm H76cm

Code 06554xs 

L105.1” W27.9” H30” 
L267cm W71cm H76cm

Code 06554

L105.1” W39.4” H30” 
L267cm W100cm H76cm

Code 06554-T

L105.1” W39.4” H30” 
L267cm W100cm H76cm

Code 06552 

L83.5” W39.4” H30” 
L212cm W100cm H76cm 

Code 06552-T 

L83.5” W39.4” H30” 
L212cm W100cm H76cm 

C15 - SABBIA

C15 - SABBIA

C10 - LINEN

C10 - LINEN

C80 - SCISTO

C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

C89 - PIOMBO

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

00 - WHITE

00 - WHITE

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

fRAME

TOP

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

TEAK

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

Code 04073 

L38.6” W38.6” H30” 
L98cm W98cm H76cm 

Code 04054 

L121.3” W43.3” H30” 
L308cm W110cm H76cm 

The combination of the broad slats and the pure but powerful design, reinvents teak in a modern way. 
Tribù uses only the very best plantation wood from East-Java. Every log is handpicked during the cutting 
process of the tree.

P. 145

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS

Code 04052

L88.2” W39.4” H30” 
L224cm W100cm H76cm

Code 04053

L104.7” W39.4” H30” 
L266cm W100cm H76cm 

fRAME

TOP TEAK



261260

TABLES TABLES 

L30 - MOSSL10 - LINENC15 - SABBIA

C15 - SABBIA

C10 - LINEN

C10 - LINEN

C80 - SCISTO

C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

C89 - PIOMBO

L89 - WENGÉ

Code  D2166 - round 

Ø31.5” H29.5”

Ø80cm H75cm  

Code  D2175

L94.5” W38.6” H29.5” 
L240cm W98cm H75cm  

Code D2160 - round

Ø35.4’’ H29.5’’

Ø90cm H75cm

CodeD2176

L117.3” W38.6” H29.5” 
L298cm W98cm H75cm   

Code D2170 - square

L35.4” W35.4” H30” 
L90cm W90cm H76.2cm   

Code D2162  - round

Ø49.2’’ H29.5’’

Ø125cm H75cm

Design in its purest form, the T-Table bistro embodies refined, discreet luxury. It allows maximum 
leg movement when seated around its circular base, which rises seamlessly into an elegant, 
powder-coated stainless steel tube. The floating top comes in a choice of elegant ceramic, 
luxurious glazed lava stone or natural teak.

Two slender, powder-coated tubes suspend the floating top of the oval T-Table, keeping the 
design open and elegant and allowing maximum leg movement when seated. The ceramic top 
available in different shades is water-jetted  in a distinctive oval. Smooth, warm teak, sustainably 
harvested from the best plantations in East Java, is together with natural lava stone an extra 
option for a durable table top.

TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE BISTRO 

P. 52-53

P. 109

TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE OVAL 

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

00 - WHITE

00 - WHITE

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

fRAME

TOP

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

Code 05354 

L117,3” W38.5” H29.25” 
L298cm W98cm H74cm

To complete the exclusive Tosca collection, Monica Armani designed a refined dining table with the same 
elegant, tapered legs and a ceramic table top with a unique oval shape. It is the perfect combination of 
technical perfection and sophisticated beauty. The ceramic, adorned with a subtle pattern, is laminated 
on glass, water-jetted in an oval shape and then CNC-milled. Ceramic is an ideal outdoor material, as it is 
completely UV-resistant, frostproof, extremely scratchproof and completely stain-repellent, not to mention 
easy to maintain.

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA DINING /  LOW DINING

Code 05355

L94,5” W38.5” H29.25” 
L240cm W98cm H74cm

Code 02252 

L103.9” W39” H29.25” 
L264cm W99cm H74cm 

The elegant Nox table features a top from handcrafted glazed lava stone. The stone’s reflective nature and 
natural imperfections add a unique quality to the table. Once glazed, the stone is heat, water, UV and stain 
resistant. Despite the heavy stone top, the table has a slender structure thanks to the strength of the durable 
frame in powder-coated stainless steel.

P. 10-11, 60-61, 98-99, 134-135

P. 92-93

TRIBÙ STUDIO

NOX

Code 02254 

L 138.6” W 39” H 29.25” 
L352cm W99cm H74cm

TOP

fRAME

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO

L15 - LINEN L30 - MOSS

TOP

fRAME

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

L70 - OCEAN C15 - SABBIA C80 - SCISTO

Code 05335 

L117,3” W38.5” H26,4” 
L298cm W98cm H67cm

Code 05334

L94,5” W38.5” H26,4” 
L240cm W98cm H67cm

20 - CLAY

20 - CLAY



263262

TABLES TABLES 

L30 - MOSS L89 - WENGÉ

L30 - MOSS

Code  D2167 - round 

Ø31.5” H26,75” 
Ø80cm H68cm  

Code  D2177

L94.5” W38.6” H26,75” 
L240cm W98cm H68cm  

Code D2161 - round

Ø35.4” H26,75” 
Ø90cm H68cm

CodeD2178

L117.3” W38.6” H26,75” 
L298cm W98cm 68cm   

Code D2172 - square

L35.4” W35.4” H26,75” 
L90cm W90cm H68cm   

Code D2163  - round

Ø49.2” H26,75” 
Ø125cm H68cm

Design in its purest form, the T-Table bistro embodies refined, discreet luxury. It allows maximum leg 
movement when seated around its circular base, which rises seamlessly into an elegant, powder-coated 
stainless steel tube. The floating top comes in a choice of elegant ceramic, luxurious glazed lava stone or 
natural teak.

Design in its purest form, the T-Table embodies refined, discreet luxury. It allows maximum leg movement 
when seated around its circular base, which rises seamlessly into an elegant, powder-coated stainless steel 
tube. The floating top comes in a choice of elegant ceramic, luxurious glazed lava stone or natural teak.

Design in its purest form, the T-Table bistro embodies refined, discreet luxury. It allows maximum leg 
movement when seated around its circular base, which rises seamlessly into an elegant, powder-coated 
stainless steel tube. The floating top comes in a choice of elegant ceramic, luxurious glazed lava stone or 
natural teak.

Two slender, powder-coated tubes suspend the floating top of the oval T-Table, keeping the design open and 

elegant and allowing maximum leg movement when seated. The ceramic top available in different shades 

is water-jetted  in a distinctive oval. Smooth, warm teak, sustainably harvested from the best plantations in 

East Java, is together with natural lava stone an extra option for a durable table top.

P. 50, 62-63 

TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE BISTRO LOW DINING
TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE ELIP SE DINING 

TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE ELIP SE LOW DINING
TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE OVAL LOW DINING

L30 - MOSSL10 - LINENC15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO L89 - WENGÉ

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

Code D2183 

L53.5” W31.5” H29.5” 
L136cm W80cm H75cm

Code D2184 

L53.5” W31.5” H26.75” 
L136cm W80cm H68cm

L10 - LINEN

L10 - LINEN

C15 - SABBIA

C15 - SABBIA

C10 - LINEN

C10 - LINEN

C80 - SCISTO

C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

C89 - PIOMBO

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

00 - WHITE

00 - WHITE

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

fRAME

TOP

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

L89 - WENGÉ

P. 46

20 - CLAY

20 - CLAY

20 - CLAY

20 - CLAY



264

TABLES 

264

Code 07660 

Ø31.5” H29.5” 
Ø80cm H75cm

Code 07652 

L82.6” W38.6” H29.5” 
L210cm W98cm H75cm 

Inspired by the branches of a tree, the Branch collection has a sleek, organic look. Behind the refined look 
lies a sophisticated design and a well-considered choice for durable, easy-to-maintain, recyclable materials.

Inspired by the branches of a tree, the Branch collection has a sleek, organic look. Behind the refined look 
lies a sophisticated design and a well-considered choice for durable, easy-to-maintain, recyclable materials.

P. 137, 138-139

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

BRANCH BISTRO TABLE

P. 140-141

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

BRANCH

Code 07662 

Ø49.2” H29.5” 
Ø 125cm H75cm

Code 07654 

L118,1” W43,3” H29.5” 
L300cm W110cm H75cm

Code 07671 

L31.5” W31.5” H29.5” 
L80cm W80cm H75cm

Code 07670 

L35.4” W35.4” H29.5” 
L90cm W90cm H75cm

TOP

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

fRAME

fRAME

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

00 - WHITE

00 - WHITE

00 - WHITE

00 - WHITE

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

GRANITE

Code 01666 

Ø63” H29.25”

Ø160cm H74cm

Code 01668 

Ø70.9” H29.25”

Ø180cm H74cm

The elegant Tao table collection is a lesson in perfectly balanced contrasts – bold sculptural pedestals and 
slim tabletops that are pleasing to the touch. Designer Monica Armani uses refined lightened concrete that 
evokes a look of elegant solidity. The central pedestal of the newest addition to the Tao collection, supports 
a finely milled grand oval tabletop, invitingly extending outdoor experiences. Tao tables come in natural 
linen and warm wengé tones to create striking centerpieces for any setting.  

The elegant Tao table collection is a lesson in perfectly balanced contrasts – bold sculptural pedestals and 
slim tabletops that are pleasing to the touch. Designer Monica Armani uses refined lightened concrete that 
evokes a look of elegant solidity. The dining table has a central pedestal, which supports a finely milled 
round tabletop. Tao tables come in natural linen and warm wengé tones to create striking centerpieces for 
any setting.  

P. 112-113, 168-169

MONICA ARMANI

TAO OVAL

P. 94-95, 101

MONICA ARMANI

TAO ROUND 

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

TOP fRAME

TOP fRAME

Code 01670 

L94.5” W47.25" H29.25”

L240cm W120 H74cm

265
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LOW TABLES LOW TABLES 

266

Code 07588 

L63” W27.5” H14.25” 
L160cm W70cm H36cm

Curved l ines l ike brushstrokes, precise and 
ethereal at the same time, also incorporated into 
the Japanese writing system, were the inspiration 
for the new Ukiyo collection. The Ukiyo low table 
is the perfect companion to add to any outdoor 
setting. Different options for the table top in teak or 
ceramic make this item adjustable for each colour 
palette.

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO LOW TABLE

Code 07586 

L40.25” W40.25” H14.25” 
L102cm W102cm H36cm

Curved l ines l ike brushstrokes, precise and 
ethereal at the same time, also incorporated into 
the Japanese writing system, were the inspiration 
for the new Ukiyo collection. The Ukiyo low table 
is the perfect companion to add to any outdoor 
setting. Different options for the table top in teak or 
ceramic make this item adjustable for each colour 
palette.

P. 40-41, 42-43

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO C OFFEE TABLE

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN

C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

fRAME

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN

C80 - SCISTO C89 - PIOMBO

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

fRAME

Otto was inspired by a rhythmic ‘ribbon’ pattern, 
often found in Italian bar counters from the ’40s. 
The collection also refers to ancient architectural 
pillars with their typical fluted pattern. Using merely 
one simple element, an endless yet interesting 
surface can be created. Wich not only significantly 
reducing the waste of precious teak, but creates a 
durable timeless design that accommodates many 
outdoor purposes.

P. 12, 16, 41, 42, 45, 47, 81, 85, 114, 117, 151, ...

MARC MERCKX

OT TO

C15 - SABBIA C80 - SCISTO

TOP

TEAK

TEAK

fRAME

LOW TABLE S

Code 01682

L31.5” W31.5” H14.5” 
L80cm W80cm H37cm

The elegant Tao table collection is a lesson in 
perfectly balanced contrasts – bold sculptural 
pedestals and slim tabletops that are pleasently 
to touch. Designer Monica Armani has used refined 
l ightened concrete to give a look of elegant 
solidity. The coffee table plays with symmetry by 
setting the finely milled square tabletop off-centre.

P. 33

MONICA ARMANI

TAO

TOP

fRAME

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

Code 04280 - 0 48cm

L19” W19” H17,75” 
L48cm W48cm H45cm

Code 04281 - 0 48cm

L19” W19” H12,5” 
L48cm W48cm H32cm

Code 04283 - 0 60cm

L19” W19” H12,5” 
L60cm W60cm H32cm

Code 04282 - 0 60cm

L19” W19” H23,5” 
L60cm W60cm H45cm

Code 04284 - 0 90cm

L35,5” W35,5” H12,5” 
L90cm W90cm H32cm

LOW TABLES 

T - TRAVERTINE

267
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LOW TABLES LOW TABLES 

L30 - MOSS L89 - WENGÉ

L30 - MOSS L89 - WENGÉ

L89 - WENGÉ

Code 01676 

Ø 13.75” H17.75” 
Ø 35cm H45cm

The Natal Alu X low tables in aluminium combine 
functionality and aesthetics in a contemporary 
but timeless design. With different possibilities in 
shape, colours, heights and dimensions, you will 
always find the perfect coffee table for your setting 
to create elegant combinations.

P. 8, 30-31, 33, 43, 47, 67,  81, 124, 155, 173

TRIBÙ STUDIO

NATAL ALU X

Code 01680

L 15.75” W 15.75” H13.75” 
L 40cm W 40cm H35cm

Code 01682

L 23.5” W 23.6” H13.75” 
L 60cm W 60cm H35cm

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

Code 05381 

L21.25” W19” H19.5” 
L54cm W48cm H49,5cm

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA

Code 05386

L38.5” W33.75” H12.5” 
L98cm W86cm H31,5cm

Code 023205 
table top lava stone

L33,75” W33,75” H11” 
L86cm W86cm H28cm

TOP

fRAME

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

C15 - SABBIAC10- LINEN C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

Code D2165

Ø49.2” H13.75” 
Ø125cm H35cm

Code D2168 

Ø31.5” H13.75” 
Ø80cm H35cm

Code D2174 

L35.4” W35.4” H13.75” 
L90cm W90cm H35cm

Code D2164 

Ø35.4” H13.75” 
Ø90cm H35cm

Code D2185 

L53.5” W31.5” H13.75” 
L136cm W80cm H35cm

A timeless addition to any outdoor setting, the 
T-Table coffee table is a perfectly balanced piece of 
design. The floating table top rises from a powder-
coated stainless steel stem with circular base and 
showcases a top made of smooth, warm teak, 
sustainably harvested from the best plantations 
in East Java.

A timeless addition to any outdoor setting, the 
T-Table coffee table is a perfectly balanced piece 
of design. The floating table top rises from a 
powder-coated stainless steel stem with circular 
base and showcases a top made of smooth, 
warm teak, sustainably harvested from the best 
plantations in East Java.

P.55, 89 

P.114-115

TRIBÙ STUDIO

TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE

T-TABLE ELIP SE

Code D2179 

L 94.5” W 38.6” H13.75” 
L 240cm W98cm H35cm

Code D2180 

L 117.3” W 38.6” H13.75” 
L 298cm W98cm H35cm 

A timeless addition to any outdoor setting, the 
T-Table coffee table is a perfectly balanced piece of 
design. The floating table top rises from a powder-
coated stainless steel stem with circular base and 
showcases a top made of smooth, warm teak, 
sustainably harvested from the best plantations 
in East Java.

P. 104-105

TRIBÙ STUDIO

T-TABLE OVAL 

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

L10 - LINEN

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

L10 - LINEN

C15 - SABBIAC10 - LINEN C80 - SCISTO

C89 - PIOMBO

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

Code 023204 
table top teak

L33,75” W33,75” H11” 
L86cm W86cm H28cm

The free-standing Senja coffee table coordinates 
perfectly with your Senja sofa set. Lava stone table 
tops in ocean or linen, or a teak option, are subtle 
additions to the Senja sofa setting. The frame also 
comes in a choice of two colours with three options 
for the legs.

The elegant, tapered legs and the unique round 

shape of the tabletop give the Tosca coffee table 
a very high-end look. The scratch- and stain-
resistant ceramic top with delicate clouded pattern 
is coloured in the mass and laminated on glass.

P. 67

STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA

L70 - OCEANL10 - LINEN

TEAK

TEAK

10 - LINEN

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

LEGS

TOP

fRAME

20 - CLAY

20 - CLAY 20 - CLAY

20 - CLAY

Code D5026 

Ø15.75” H11.8”/15.7”/19.7” 
Ø40cm H30/40/50cm

The Drops s ide tab les  are  insp i red by  the 
concentric circles formed by falling raindrops. The 3 
different heights allow you to create a visual game 
that is even more enhanced by the connection you 
can make between the moon-shaped bases of the 
tables. The aluminium frame is powder-coated with 
ultra- durable structure lacquer.

P. 57

VERÓNICA MARTÍNEZ

DROP S

Code D5027 

Ø23.5” H11.8”/15.7”/19.7” 
Ø60cm H30/40/50cm

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME
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LOW TABLES LOW TABLES 

Code 01781 

L39” W39” H7.1” 
L99cm W99cm H18cm

The Vis à Vis coffee table is characterised by 
solid square slats with slightly rounded corners. 
The teak is of the best quality you can find. Only 
A-grade wood, grown in sustainably managed 
plantations in East Java is used. Every log is 
handpicked during the cutting process of the 
tree. The coffee tables have the same square 
slats as the sofa borders and can stand alone or 
be attached to the sofa.

P. 28-29, 32-33, 35, 46-47, 54-55, 85, 131, ...

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS

Code 01784 

L47.6” W39” H7.1” 
L121cm W99cm H18cm

Code 01786 

L47.6” W47.6” H7.1” 
L121cm W121cm H18cm

Code 06282 

L26” W26” H11” 
L66cm W66cm H28cm

Thanks to its beautifully finished round edges and 
its slightly tapered legs, the Mood coffee table 
has a friendly and soft look. The teak Tribù selects 
for its outdoor furniture is of the best quality you 
can find. Only A-grade wood is used, grown in 
sustainably managed plantations in Indonesia and 
controlled all year long by subsidiary Tribù Asia.

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD

Code 06284 

L47,24” W26” H11” 
L120cm W66cm H28cm

fRAME

TOP TEAK

fRAME

TOP TEAK

fRAME

TOP TEAK

Code D5040 

L27.25” W23.62” H12.25” 
L69cm W60cm H31cm

The rugged basa l t  co lumns  o f  the  G ian t ’s 
Causeway in Northern Ireland were the inspiration 
for the Hexagon side table. It comes in a variety of 
heights and sizes, like the basalt columns, which 
makes a strong statement when grouped together. 
The sturdiness and pure symmetry of honeycomb 
also influenced these teak side tables. Hand 
crafted glazed lava stone, each piece unique and 
available in a selection of 4 colours, adds to the 
bold, natural look. 

P. 193, 171

MARC MERCKX

HEXAG ON

fRAME

TOP

Code D5041 

L19.75” W16.93” H19.25” 
L50 W43cm H49cm

The Tairu side table mixes practicality with natural 
beauty. The base is formed from a sturdy, hollow 
wooden rectangle with inset handles so it can be 
moved around easily. What sets the Tairu apart 
is the top, made from glazed lava stone from 
the Vesuvius. It is available in four sophisticated 
shades, each with a very subtle craquelure finish. 
The colours are applied by hand, which makes 
every piece unique.

P. 28, 31, 35, 67, 72, 89, 90, 92, 115, 125, 184

TRIBU STUDIO

TAIRU

TEAK

L10 - LINEN L30 - MOSS L60 - BURGUNDY

L89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

TOP

TEAK

L10 - LINEN L30 - MOSS L60 - BURGUNDY

L89 - WENGÉ

Code D8102 

L11.75” W11.75” H15.75” 
L30cm W30cm H40cm

This outdoor accessory with a primal look is made 
of one massive piece of teak and therefore very 
exclusive. Chiseled out of Tribù’s plantation-
grown teak, every detail, every knot, every crack 
is proudly on display.

P. 8, 17, 30, 50, 122-123, 124, 188-189

TRIBÙ STUDIO

RO OTS

Code D8300 

Ø19” H19.75” 
Ø48cm H50cm

The Dunes low dining, coffee and side table, simply 
shaped as an unpretentious piece of sculpture, 
are now available in teak wood and an innovative 
terrazzo by Tribù. The skillfully carved solid teak 
wood originates from East-Java. Its rounded, 
central base, whose natural cracks are part of its 
charm, supports a smooth circular tabletop. Tribù’s 
innovative terrazzo-inspired table is made from 
natural stones set in lightened concrete, with a 
blend of fibres which enhance durability. 

P. 9, 13, 31, 41, 43, 47, 49, 54, 59, 63, 66, 108, ...

YABU PUSHELBERG

DUNE S

Code D8302 

Ø23.5” H15.75” 
Ø60cm H40cm

Code D8304 

Ø36.25” H24” 
Ø92cm H61cm

fRAME

TEAK

fRAME

TOP TEAK

The C-table is a smart passe-partout side 
table, made in teak harvested from the finest 
plantations in East-Java. Its simple, angular form 
matches well with the Pure Sofa and fits just over 
the cushions.

TRIBÙ STUDIO

C-TABLE

Code 01285

L 15.75” W 13.75” H 19”

L 40cm W 35cm H 48cm

Inside H 15.7” / 40cm

fRAME

TEAK

TZ-TERRAZZO

The Vis à Vis low table is characterised by solid 
square slats with highly rounded corners. The 
teak is of the best quality you can find. Only 
A-grade wood, grown in sustainably managed 
plantations in East-Java is used. Every log is 
handpicked during the cutting process of the 
tree. The low table has the same square slats 
as the sofa borders. Like the coffee tables, this 
newest addition to the Vis à Vis family grabs 
attention as an elegantly slim stand-alone center 
piece or used as a subtle side table. Its versatility 
is endless.

Code 07132

W62.5” D17.25” H7” 

W159cm D44cm H18cm 

P. 16-17, 182

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS LOW TABLE
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SUNBEDS SUNBEDS 

272

SUNBEDS
Code 07540 

W30” L79.25” H11.5” SH14.5”

W76cm L201cm H29cm SH37cm

Ukiyo is a warm and welcoming collection that remains etched into your memory, interpreting the exclusive 
and refined style of Tribù. So does the Ukiyo lounger, which welcomes you to relax on a comfortable cushion 
while the versatile and timeless design continues to surprise you.

P. 44-45

MONICA ARMANI

UKIYO LOUNGER

TEAK

fRAME

SUNBEDS 

Code 01242 without legs and weels

W35.5” L82.25” H7” SH13”

W90cm L209cm H17.5cm SH32.5cm

Pure delicately channels design to its very essence: pure simplicity and elegance. The highly modular sofa 
system can now be combined with the latest sophisticated addition joining the Pure family: the Pure lounger. 
This inviting sunbed comes in 3 versions: with and without fixed wood legs and an extra leg version discretely 
equipped with integrated wheels, conveniently allowing easy mobility. The comfortable bold cushion provides 
a generous luxury lounging experience.   

P. 156-157, 158-159

ANDREI MUNTEANU

PURE LOUNGER

Code 01243 with legs

W35.5” L82.25” H9.75” SH15.75”

W90cm L209cm H25cm SH40cm

TEAK

fRAME
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SUNBEDS SUNBEDS 

Code 06040

W26,75” L76,75” H12,5” SH14.5”

W68cm L195cm H32cm SH37cm

The Forum lounger is light, yet made of a very steady aluminium construction, and provides an 
excellent seating comfort. The frame in aluminium is powder-coated with ultra-durable structure 
lacquer for a nice matte look. The seat is made of Batyline which is reputed for its durability, UV 
resistance and lasting high tension.

TRIBÙ STUDIO

FORUM LOUNGER

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

The Illum lounger not only inclines, but also lowers itself to offer an unmatched comfort, while all the 
mechanics involved – a newly developed pump system - are astutely hidden away. The frame is made of 
aluminium, powder-coated with a double layer of ultra- durable structure lacquer for a nice matte look. The 
seating in Batyline guarantees durable high tension and excellent resistance to UV rays, dirt and mould.

P. 162, 164-165

ILLUM LOUNGER

The adjustable Natal Alu lounger is generously sized with a Batyline seat and sturdy wheels. The aluminium 
frame is powder-coated with ultra-durable, UV- and scratch resistant structure lacquer for a nice matte look. 
Batyline® from Ferrari is renowned for its exceptional tear strength and dimensional stability, ensuring it will 
keep its shape and colour.

STUDIO SEGERS

NATAL ALU LOUNGER

MERCKX & MAES

Code 06540

W27.5” L78.75” H15.25” SH16.5”

W70cm L200cm H39cm SH42cm

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

Code 05940

W28.3” L80.7” H13” SH14.25”

W72cm L205cm H33cm SH36cm

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

Code 01940 

W29.5” L76.75” H13” SH15”

W75cm L195cm H33cm SH38

The Nodi lounger combines minimalism with a casual touch. Light and airy, its silhouette is defined by twisted, 
interlaced rope in weather-resistant Canax®, stretched across a slender, sculptural frame in powder-coated 
inox. The open weave in Canax®, a combination of PVC and natural hemp, crosses in vertical and horizontal 
lines, providing shape and structure to the seat and back.

P. 50, 56-57

YABU PUSHELBERG

NODI LOUNGER

10 - LINEN00/10 - OFF WHITE + LINEN

WEAVE

00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME
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SUNBEDS SUNBEDS 

Code 05430 

W28.3” L80.7” H13” SH13”

W72cm L205cm H33cm SH33

A low frame in powder-coated stainless steel is upholstered with an extra -large, vertical weave, developed 
exclusively by Tribù. A combination of Textilene® and Tricord® (polyolefin) is knitted over a tube of EPDM 
foam without any visible joint. The material which has a natural look and feel, is nevertheless fungi resistant, 
stain repellent and does not fade

P. 93

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA LOUNGER

Code 07640 

W28.75” 81.5” H13.5” SH14.5”

W73cm L207cm H34cm SH37cm

Elegantly tapered legs and a crisp, clean silhouette define the Branch lounger. The slender frame is made 
of high pressure injected aluminium, a specialised technique that makes the lounger incredibly strong yet 
surprisingly light. Powdercoating the frame with a double ultra-durable lacquer adds a high performance 
finish. The Branch lounger can be stacked up to 12 pieces high, making it ideal for the hospitality sector.

P. 142-143

LIEVORE ALTHERR MOLINA

BRANCH LOUNGER

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

Code 01741 with weels

W42.25” L80.75” H11.75” SH13.75”

W107cm L205cm H30cm SH35cm

Code 04040

W 25.5” L 77.25” H 10.25” SH14.25”

W 65cm L 196cm H 26cm SH36cm

Deep cushions in bold shapes with a discreet teak base frame make our Vis à Vis sunbed a refined addition 
to your terrace. The lounger uses an essential design element from our Vis à Vis sofa – back cushion is 
supported – so that it looks good from every angle. 

The combination of the broad slats and the pure, but powerful design of the Kos lounger reinvents teak in a 
modern, robust way. Tribù uses only the very best teak from East Java. Every log is handpicked during the 
cutting process of the tree. The lounger is adjustable into five positions and has wheels with non-marking 
rubber.

P. 87

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

VIS À VIS LOUNGER

P. 148-149

STUDIO SEGERS

KOS LOUNGER

Code 01740 without weels

W42.25” L80.75” H11.75” SH13.75”

W107cm L205cm H30cm SH35cm

TEAK

fRAME

TEAK

fRAME

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ 10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ
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SUNBEDS SUNBEDS 

10 - LINEN

Code 023301 

meridienne left arm HIGH 

W73.25” L45.75” H30.25” 

W186cm L116cm H77cm 

Curl up and relax on the Senja meridienne for comfortable and luxurious lounging, personalised to your own 
unique taste thanks to various choices of frame and leg colours and over 100 nature-inspired outdoor fabrics. 
You can even attach an elegant side table to the frame, keeping everything you need at hand.

STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA MERIDIENNE

Code 023302

meridienne left arm LOW 

W73.25” L45.75” H30.25” 

W186cm L116cm H77cm  

Code 023401

meridienne right arm HIGH

W73.25” L45.75” H30.25” 

W186cm L116cm H77cm 

Code 023402

meridienne right arm LOW 

W73.25” L45.75” H30.25” 

W186cm L116cm H77cm 

Code 01103

meridienne left

W38.6” L72.4” H31.9”

W98cm L184cm H81cm

Code 01104

meridienne right

W38.6” L72.4” H31.9”

W98cm L184cm H81cm

CTR is characterised by a tube in powder-coated stainless steel that follows the outline of the meridienne 
in one continuous line. The woven backrest, attached at only 2 points to the frame, ensures an outstanding 
back support while the slightly inclined base ensures relaxed seating.  The yarn in polyolefin used for the 
weave, resists all weather conditions, but has nevertheless a surprisingly natural look and feel. 

P. 128-129

PIERGIORGIO CAZZANIGA

CTR MERIDIENNE

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

00 - WHITE

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN

Code 05868

meridienne right 

W39” D74” H23.5” 

W99cm D188cm H60cm 

Code 05869

meridienne left 

W39” D74” H23.5” 

W99cm D188cm H60cm 

A subtle frame with curved armrests contrasts beautifully with the volume of the cushions, supported by 
a weave of wide textilene straps. Timeless and elegant, the Natal Alu Sofa meridienne looks great on any 
patio.  The aluminium frame is powder coated with ultra-durable, UV- and scratch resistant textured lacquer 
which provides a beautiful matte look.

P. 122-123

STUDIO SEGERS

NATAL ALU MERIDIENNE

89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

89 - WENGÉ10 - LINEN TEAK

LEGS

Code 02340

W29,5” L80,75” H9,4” SH15.25”

W75cm L205cm H24cm SH39

Ultimate comfort is the essence of the Senja lounger. The voluminous cushions ease away any stress and an 
optional full-length teak side table means you never have to move, with everything you need close to hand. 
The extra-soft, weather-proof cushion filling supported by tear-resistant Batyline, combined with a powder-
coated aluminium frame, make the Senja lounger as durable as it is indulgent.

P. 64-65

STUDIO SEGERS

SENJA LOUNGER

Code 02341 with teak sidetable

W41” L80,7” H9,4” SH15.25”

W104cm L205cm H24cm SH39

10 - LINEN00 - WHITE 89 - WENGÉ

WEAVE

TOP

TEAK
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SUNBEDS SUNBEDS 

Code 06249 

W63,75” L68,5” H27.25” SH17"  
W162cm L174cm H 68cm SH43cm

A cosy design in warm, natural materials. The innovative Tricord® yarn has been designed exclusively for 
Tribù. The polyester core provides strength and stability, while the combination of nautical fibres (polyolefin) 
creates a surprisingly soft look and touch, ensuring nevertheless resistance to all outside influences : frost, 
water, fungi and UV-rays. The backs can be replaced separately.

P. 108, 110-111

STUDIO SEGERS

MO OD LOUNGE BED /  DAYBED

Code 06250

W60,25” L60” H27.25” SH17" 
W153cm L142cm H68cm SH43cm

TEAK

85 - EARTHBROWN10 - LINEN 89 - WENGÉ

fRAME

WEAVE

Code 05349 

W67” L73,25” H32.25 SH15,8” 
W170cm L186cm H82 SH40cm

An elegant seating shell in powder-coated stainless steel is upholstered with an extra- large,

vertical weave, developed exclusively by Tribù. A great deal of research resulted in a unique

product with a natural and soft appearance, that is nevertheless 100% weatherproof. A 
combination of Textilene® and Tricord® (polyolefin) is knitted over a tube of EPDM foam without 
any visible joint. The material is moult resistant, stain repellent and does not fade.

P. 96-97

MONICA ARMANI

TOSCA DAYBED

Code 018XX

W82.75” D86.26” H88.25” SH15,7” 

W210cm D219cm H224cm SH40cm

Code 01249

W74.5” D86.25” H80.75” SH15,75” 

W189cm D219cm H205cm SH40cm

Options back wall: teak slats, aluminium 
slats, sunvision or no back wall

Options roof: teak slats, aluminium slats, 
movable sunvision

Accessories: curtains 

Capture sunshine and shade with the Pavilion daybed, designed by Monica Armani. The 
classic canopied bed has been updated with a slimline powder-coated aluminium frame. The 
daybed can be personalised with a choice of sheer curtain fabrics and paint finishes, while 
the back and ceiling come in different materials. The super-strong Batyline seat lining can 
be used alone or with 2 comfortable outdoor cushions and can be further customised with a 
detachable side table.

Pure delicately channels design to its very essence: pure simplicity and elegance. After 
decades of luxury outdoor experiences, with Pure cabana the most sophisticated addition 
is now joining the Pure family. Together with slidable side curtains, the back and ceiling in 
Sunscape fabric, facilitate sunshine and shade to be captured according to personal moods. 
The gorgeous daybed can easily be accessorized with various side tables, keeping food, 
drinks and precious items within reach. 

P. 171

MONICA ARMANI

PAVILION DAYBED

P. 151

ANDREI MUNTEANU

PURE CABANA

89 - WENGÉ TEAK00 - WHITE

fRAME

V54-OYSTER V70-STONEV64-NATURE GREY

TEAK

CURTAIN

fRAME

fRAME

WEAVE

10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ 10 - LINEN

89 - WENGÉ
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AC CE SSORIE S
Conceived for the outdoors, the Nomad poufs are 
totally waterproof thanks to a draining structure 
consisting of EPS, upholstered with dryfoam. They 
are slightly raised from the ground by three little 
feet attached to a base in marine grade plywood. 
The Nomad poufs are available in a range of no 
less than 140 different outdoor fabrics.

Code C05032W 

Ø24” H18”  
Ø61cm H46cm

Code C05033W 

Ø36.25” H17” 
Ø92cm H43cm

Code C05034W 

Ø48” H13” 
Ø122cm H33cm

P. 14, 63, 91, 105, 123, 129, 185

MONICA ARMANI

NOMAD

The f luffy design of these irresist ible poufs, 
available in 3 sizes, transforms your terrace in an 
extra cosy place in just a minute. With more than 
100 nature-inspired fabrics to choose from and a 
weather-resistance you can count on, these poufs 
are the ideal accessories to add some colour to 
your lounge area.

Code C0009W 

Ø17.75” H15.75”  
Ø45cm H40cm

Code C0011W 

Ø35.5” H15”  
Ø90cm H38cm

Code C0010W 

Ø23.5” H16.5”  
Ø60cm H42cm 

P. 90

TRIBÙ STUDIO

P OUF S

The idea of GOBI was inspired by Ilia Eckardt’s 
innovative handmade crochet technique and is 
an enlarged version of a heritage knit stitch. It’s 
an impressive handmade piece consisting of 
recycled yarn, with strong visual impact and a 
reflection of true skill. The contemporary take 
on celebrated craftsmanship and the presence 
of a mood-enhancing organic feel flawlessly 
embody nature.

Code D3010 

W23.5” D23.5” H19.75” 
W60cm D60cm H50cm

Code D3020 

W15.75” D15.75” H11.75” 
W40cm D40cm H30cm

Code 05584-12 RECTANGULAR 

W39.25” D19.75” H14.5” 
W100cm D50cm H36.7cm

P. 12, 44, 91, 92, 98, 111, 146, 151, 159, 180-181

ILIA ECKARDT

G OBI

WEAVE

10 - LINEN 30- MOSS

The organic structure of the fully knitted Mai 
collection originates from the design philosophy 
of creating intense connection between people 
and nature, incorporating elements of nature 
into design. Designer Ilia Eckardt's contemporary 
approach to tradit ional  kni t t ing techniques 
results in this sophisticated leaf inspired texture 
that subtly plays with directions, showcasing 
experimentation in the design.  

Code 05582-12 SQUARE

W39.25” D39.25” H14.5” 
W100cm D100cm H36.7cm

P. 8-9, 12-13, 118-119, 151, 154-155, 183, 184

ILIA ECKARDT

MAI

WEAVE

12 - HEMP

283

ACCESSORIES 
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A 3D weave gives the Shindi outdoor rugs a 
luxurious look. Made of 100% solution-dyed 
PVC-coated polyester, the rugs are extremely 
resistant to sun, rain and mildew. Thanks to the 
natural colours of linen, hemp and wengé, the rugs 
create a warm and homely cosiness and provide 
the perfect finishing touch for your patio.

P. 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 26, 30, 33, 38, 40, ...

TRIBÙ STUDIO

SHINDI

By combining your choice of Tribù furniture and 
accessories, you can create the perfect outdoor 
entertaining space. Adding a rug brings these 
design elements together and adds a focal point 
to the scene. The Loft outdoor rugs are available in 
white, wengé and linen and are made of a coloured 
weave of PVC-coated polyester.

Code D2001 without fringes 

W78.7” D78.7” / 200x200cm 

W78.7” D94.5” / 200x240cm 

W78.7” D118.1” / 200x300cm 

W98.4” D98.4” / 250x250cm 

W98.4” D118.1” / 250x300cm 

W98.4” D137.8” / 250x350cm

TRIBÙ STUDIO

LOF T

00 - WHITE 10 - LINEN

WEAVE

89 - WENGÉ

Code D2003

W78.7” D78.7” / 200x200cm 

W78.7” D98.4” / 200x250cm 

W78.7” D118.1” / 200x300cm 

W78.7” D137.8” / 200x350cm 

W78.7” D177” / 200x450cm 

W118.1” D118.1” / 300x300cm 

W118.1” D 57.5” / 300x400cm

10 - LINEN 12 - HEMP

WEAVE

89 - WENGÉ

Monsieur Tricot is a collection of knitted and hand 
crocheted outdoor lighting elements that will turn 
your outdoor space and garden into a magical 
place. The lamps combine traditional techniques 
with high-performing mater ials and modern 
technology. Designer Il ia Eckhardt composed 
his collection as a family. Meet the handsome 
Monsieur Lebonnet, the graceful Madame Latoque, 
the chic Madame Cachet and their  nephew 
Monsieur Ellipse.

HANGING MONSIEUR 
LEBONNET 

Code D080130H  
Ø11.8” / Ø30cm 

Code D080140H  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cm 

Code D080160H  
Ø23.6” / Ø60cm

HANGING MADAME 
CACHET 

Code D080330H  
Ø11.8” / Ø30cm 

Code D080340H  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cm 

Code D080350H  
Ø19.7” / Ø50cm

HANGING MADAME 
LATOQUE 

Code D080230H  
Ø11.8” / Ø30cm 

Code D080240H  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cm

HANGING MONSIEUR 
ELLIPSE 

Code D080440H  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cmm

P. 107, 112-113, 127, 176-177

ILIA ECKARDT

MONSIEUR TRIC OT

Monsieur Tricot is a collection of knitted and 
hand crocheted outdoor lighting elements that 
will turn your outdoor space and garden into a 
magical place. Designer Ilia Eckhardt composed 
his collection as a family. Meet the handsome 
Monsieur Lebonnet,  the graceful  Madame 
Latoque and the chic Madame Cachet. Besides 
an on/off switch, the lamps can be operated with 
a Tribù app. The battery is rechargeable with 
an USB slot.

STANDING MONSIEUR 
LEBONNET 

Code D080130S  
Ø11.8” / Ø30cm 

Code D080140S  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cm 

Code D080160S  
Ø23.6” / Ø60cm

STANDING MADAME 
CACHET

Code D080330S  
Ø11.8” / Ø30cm 

Code D080340S  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cm 

Code D080350S  
Ø19.7” / Ø50cm

STANDING MADAME 
LATOQUE

Code D080230S  
Ø11.8” / Ø30cm 

Code D080240S  
Ø15.7” / Ø40cm

P. 67, 131, 132, 139, 155, 173, 174, 183, 185, 188

ILIA ECKARDT

MONSIEUR TRIC OT

10 - LINEN

WEAVE

30 - MOSS

60 - BRICK 60 - BRICK89 - WENGÉ

10 - LINEN

WEAVE

30 - MOSS

89 - WENGÉ

ACCESSORIES 
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Our teak lanterns with thermally reinforced glass 
make your summer evenings even more cozy. Their 
simple design makes them the perfect accessories 
for  any outdoor space.  Create var iat ion by 
combining the two available sizes with the teak 
base.

Code D5015

W13.75” D13.75” H13.8”

W33cm D33cm H35cm 

Code D5016

W13.75” D13.75” H20.1”

W33cm D33cm H51.5cm 

Code D5017

W13.75” D13” H14.5”

W33cm D33cm H37cm 

P. 26, 30, 71, 86, 143, 152, 182

TRIBÙ STUDIO

LANTERN

fRAME

The Eclipse umbrellas with a wooden pole not only 
provide welcoming cool shade, but also create a 
warm, inviting atmosphere on your patio. These 
wooden umbrellas are available in different models 
and feature user-friendliness and durability. The 
canvas is available in two different colours.

Code UW315 

Ø137.8” H102.3 
Ø350cm H260cm

Code UW323

W137.8” D137.8” H102.3” 
W350 D350cm H260cm  

Code UW323

W137.8” D137.8” H102.3” 
W350 D350cm H260cm  

Code UW322

W118.1” D118.1” H102.3”  
W300 D300cm H260cm

P. 196-197

TRIBÙ STUDIO

ECLIP SE WO OD

72 - TAUPE

WOOD

02 - CANVAS

fRAME

fABRIC

This elegant design umbrella, available in a square 
and round shape, has a very solid pole in powder-
coated aluminium. The canvas is made of durable, 
solution dyed Sunbrella outdoor fabric and is 
attached with flathead bolt connections to the ribs. 
The umbrella is easy to operate thanks to a double 
pulley system in electropolished stainless steel 316 
and can withstand all weather conditions. Base in 
granite and protective cover available.

Code UA315 

Ø137.8” H102.3 
Ø350cm H260cm

Code UA322

W118.1” D118.1” H102.3”  
W300 D300cm H260cm

TRIBÙ STUDIO

ECLIP SE ALU

00 - WHITE 10 - LINEN

fRAME

fABRIC

89 - NATTÉ WENGÉ

89 - WENGÉ

01 - NATTÉ WHITE 64 - NATURE GREY

Code BG32 BASE GRANITE 

W22.75” D22.75” 
W58cm H58cm

Code BG32 BASE GRANITE 

W22.75” D22.75” 
W58cm H58cm

TEAK

Versatile contemporary design, uniting people with 
their environment, smart inaugural lighting, multi-
purpose design As portable lanterns, Luna does 
what it’s designed for, uniting people with their 
environment. Inspired after hosting a gathering 
with friends, founding partners of global design 
house Yabu Pushelberg, designed the inaugural 
lighting collection Luna, a cordless lantern that 
unites people with nature.

Code D09010

W8.75” D7” H20.75” 
W22cm D18cm H53cm

P. 17, 42, 47, 114, 182, 184, 186, 194-195

YABU PUSHELBERG

LUNA

fRAME

89 - WENGÉ HANDBLOWN GLASS
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TRIBÙ

STYLING

PHOTOGRAPHY

BOOK DESIGN 

TRIBÙ HEADQUARTERS 

Oude Heidestraat 72 

3740 Bilzen 

Belgium 

info@tribu.com 

tribu.com

TRIBÙ AMERICA LLC 

1910 N. Josey Lane 

Carrollton, TX 

75006 USA 

info.usa@tribu.com

LA FLAGSHIP STORE

8935 Beverly Boulevard

West Hollywood

90048 USA

sales@tribu-la.com

MILAN FLAGSHIP SHOWROOM

Via Felice Cavalotti 13

20122 Milan

Europe

milano@tribu.com

Opening April 15 2024

Rina Christoffels & Thomas Jans 

Sven Gebroers & Roel De Cock   

               

Bruno Ferdinand & Thomas Jans 

                           

No part of this publication can be reproduced by any means, online or offline, without specific authorization from Tribù nv. 

Tribù reserves the right to modify their products without prior notification. Colours may differ from reality. 

Our designs are registered internationally.

TRIBÙ
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